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4N — Newly elected officials were sworn in in ceremonies Tuesday at the Calloway County Courthouse. Fromleft are Grcuit Judge James M. Lassiter, County Judge Robert 0. Miller, Circuit Clerk Frances Shea, and CommonwealthAttorney Ron Christopher. Lassiter was first sworn in by Judge Miler, and then Christopher and Mrs. Shea were sworn inby Judge Lassiter.
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State Trooper In Critical
Condition After Shooting
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A Kentucky
State Trooper remains in critical but
stable condition today after he receiving
gunshot wounds while working under
cover in Paris, Ky., on a narcotics in-
vestigation.
State Police Commissioner Truett Ricks
said that officer David Williams, 31, of
Georgetown, was shot in the side, chest,
and heart when he and another undercover
detective, James Tipton, became involved
In a shootout after making a routine visit to
the home of an alleged drug dealer.
Ricks said the two narcotics agents went
to the Paris home of a suspected drug
dealer, where they had made a 'buy'
previously, "to continue their work."
The commissioner said the detectives
were not there to make an arrest, but sim-
ply "to make more buys."
"He (the alleged dealer) didn't come
out, so they drove on down the street to
another house," Ricks said. "He (the
suspect) followed them. He approached
the two detectives and pulled out a .357
magnum and started firing at Trooper
Williams," the commissioner said.
Williams fell and Tipton returned the
fire, seriously wounding John Trumbo of
Paris, Ricks said. Tipton was not woun-
ded.
Both Williams and Trumbo were taken
to the University of Kentucky Medical
Center, where they underwent emergency
surgery.
Trumbo was listed in serious condition
early today, a medical center spokesman
said.
"They were set up," said U. Ernest
Bivens, information officer for the state
police. "It seems highly probably they
were in this situation as a result of
someone blowing the gun on them
( revealing that they were policemen)."
"They were supposed to make a buy and
it didn't work out," Btvens said. "Then
suddenly this fellow comes running out of
the house, opens fire and they wound up in
a gun battle."
Col. Lewis Babb of the state police,
speaking from the hospital in Lexington,
said Trumbo would be charged in con-
nection with the shooting, and that "there
will be other charges" filed against him.
He declined to elaborate.
"It was a routine drug investigation,"
Babb said. "There was nothing unusual
about it any way, but the circumstances of
the shooting were unusual.
"The fact that there was no arrest being
made, they left the man's residence, and
It's not very often that someone would
follow you up the street," Babb com-
mented.
A spokesman for the state police said the
shooting of Williams raised to five the
number of troopers wounded in the line of
duty this year. Two of those wounded have
died.
Warming Today
Becoming mostly cloudy and only a little
warmer today, high in the mid and upper
40s. Rain likely tonight, possibly beginning
as wet snow, low in the upper 30s. Thur-
sday rain likely, high in the low and mid











One Injured In Robbery,
Morris Grocery Tuesday
About $50 in cash was taken by a lone
robber in an assault and robbery at the
Morris Grocery, nine miles east of Murray
on Highway 94, Tuesday afternoon, ac-
cording to local officials.
State Police Detective Iris Crawford
said that about 5:15 p.m., a white male
came into the store, picked up a frozen
pizza, and went to the counter to pay for it.
While Leonard Morris, who was attending
the store, began to make his change, the
robber struck him over the head and
knocked him unconscious. Morris was
admitted to the Murray-Calloway County
Strange UFO Sighted in Canada
Reportedly On Way to Calloway
According to reports received by The
Murray Ledger & Times just moments
before press time today an unidentified
flying object (UFO) has been sighted on
radar screens in Northern Canada near
the North Pole.
Observers say the UFO closely
resembles a horse-drawn sled with one
passenger and many packages. The ob-
servers added, however, that the horses
are strange in that they have antlers like
reindeer and the lead horse has a bright
red nose.
in Murray is that the UFO
lin the radar screens is that jolly ol'
Santa Claus, and his sleigh-full of toys and
goodies, heading for Kentucky and
Calloway County.
It has been predicted by local officials
that Santa Claus will arrive over Calloway
County in a few hours, probably some time
after midnight tonight. One local official
pointed out the fact that St. Nick had never
failed to make his long journey from the
North Pole to visit the good boys and girls
in Murray and Calloway County on
Christmas Eve.
To make sure Santa visits every boy and
girl in Kentucky, state officials have
issued a warning to all children to go to
sleep early. Santa will not visit Kentucky
until he is assured all Kentucky youngsters
are neitled snugly in their beds and aro
sound asleep.
The State Police report that once they
receive word that all children are sound
asleep they will begin monitoring Santa's
flight in Kentucky. The State Police have
said that they will immediately remove all
obstacles that might hamper Santa during
his journey through the state.
Welleirwle
Local Hospital Will Be I
Open As Usual Christmas
Unlike many places of business, Murray
Calloway County Hospital and Con-
valescent Division will not be closed for
Christmas. Unfortunately illness makes it
necessity for people to be hospitalized
daring the holidays, the hospital will be
open for business — providing health care
to all who need it— on Christmas day as it
Uhears a day, 365 days a year.
However, as Christmas is an extra
special holiday, Murray Calloway County
Hospital strives to extend holiday cheer to
all patients and visitors. Each floor is
festivally decorated; Christmas trees,
snowmen, Santa Clauses, and reindeer
abound.
Being hospitalized during Christmas is
Particularly unfortunate for children.
Murray Calloway County Hospital makes
&special effort to ensure that pediatric
patients have a Merry Christftias. One of
the activities planned for pediatric
patients is a visit from Santa Claus during
Christmas week.
Christmas activities are also planned for
the patients in the convalescent division.
They will enjoy several Christmas parties
and carolling.
On Christmas Day, patients on a regular
selective diet may choose from a full
variety of traditional holiday foods, in-
cluding turkey, dressing, and gravy,
cranberry and orange relish, and pumpkin
pie. In addition, each patient will receive a
"favor" from the hospital on his lunch
tray.
To further create a holiday mood, all the
babies in the nursery will be dressed in
miniature Santa Claus suits on Christmas
Day.
The staff of Murray Calloway County
Hospital and Convalescent Division wishes
you and yours a Merry Christmas and a
Healthy New Year.
Hospital for treatment of his injuries.
The robber then grabbed the money
from the register and fled in a 1968 or 1989
Pontiac LeMans. Morris then went to the
home of Goldie Morris nearby and called
Calloway County Deputy Sheriff David
Balentine.
Local and state officials then began a
area-wide search for the black over
maroon automobile, but as yet have not
located the suspect.
Crawford said that the first degree
robbery offense would probably be
punishable by a 10 to 20-year prison term,
if the individual were convicted.
It has riot been determined at this time
whether or not the individual was using a




WASHINGTON (AP) — Retail food
prises are 'WI going up but the tot* in-
crease for the year may be alight4
than the government had expected,
Agriculture Department sources say.
Economists have been saying that food
prices probably would rise 9 per cent by
the end of 1975 against increases of 14.5 per
cent in each of the two previous years.
Now, according to the sources, the 1975
increase may be held to 8 per cent.
In 1972, before they started soaring,
consumer food prices rose 4.5 per cent.
One official, who declined to be identified,
said that even a slight reduction from the
Agriculture Department's prediction
would be "something of a victory" for
department economists.
In the past, some of the department's
estimates on food prices have turned out to
be far short of actual increases. The of-
ficial said if the 8 per cent figure turns out
to be accurate, it would do much to im-
prove morale among the economists.
No firm prediction has been made by the
department for 1976 food prices, but ex-
perts have indicated they might go up at
an annual rate of 4 to 5 per cent during the
first six months. What happens after that
will depend greatly on 1976 harvests.
J. Dawson Ahalt, staff economist for the
department, said he could not confirm or
deny the report of the food price climb
being held to 8 per cent this year. He did
indicate, however, that beef and pork
prices seem to be declining again in
December but that he would have to wait
on final figures to be reviewed.
The final figures on 1975 food cost in-
creases are expected to be released after
the first of the year.
iSee Food Prices, Page 7)
The Murray-Calloway County Hospital is decorated for Christmas, since it is one of the few local
establishments that won't dose its doors for the annual observance. From left are the fourth floor at the
_hospital, second floor north, Cardiac Care, Su6intensive and Intensive Care Unit% a miniature Santa,Christopher Higgins, infant son of Mt. and Mrs. Wayne Higgins of Murray; and the lobby of the hospital.




FOR THURSDAY, DECEMBER 25, 1975
Look in the section in which
yaw birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARLES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) VA
Day calls for the utmost
discretion. Be sure you do not
offend family or friends by
thoughtless words. Work out
disagreements, if any, with
logic - and graciousness.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21) Ng?'
If someone deserves your
time and talents, give where it
will help, but refrain where too
much is expected. And don't
promise more than you can
deliver.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21) 11619"
Care needed in both budg-
etary and domestic matters.
Also, avoid restlessness and
changeability - both tenden-
cies now.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 72)
Some confusion indicated
during the early hours, but it
clears up WITHOUT your In-




(July 24 to Aug. 73) 444a
Planetary influences are
fairly generous, but you may
run into some complex
situations which will require
exceedingly good judgment to
solve. Be alert!
VDtGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Don't be too sure that your
interests are not progressing.
Look over the picture again.
There is a proper delaying
action in some areas. Don't give
cp.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) Inen
Family concerns and per-




( Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) MeV
Avoid haste. You have plenty
of time to handle obligations.
Heed the suggestions of loved
ones. They could prove ex-
tremely valuable.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) )940
Do not be swayed by your
emotions. Objectivity will bring
you a clearer view of all
situations. A romantic in-
volvement will call for an ex-
tremely perceptive eye.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) AC/0
You may find that you have




S" Value for $4"
On Sale at
Capri-Cheri-Cine' Boxoffices
lot of nonessentials. Revise, cut
them out, and eliminate waste •
motion, too. Stay on course!
AQUARIUS
( Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) =.14
Certain suggestions must be
ignored, others accepted
quickly. The Aquarian's gift for
seeing through a maze of
complexities should result in a
field day.
PISCES
(Feb. ?A to Mar. 20) )(
Be discriminating. No matter
what the situation, don't judge
on surface appearances only.
Don't completely disregard
first impressions of strangers,
however.
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with a keenly
analytical mind; are scholarly
and intellectual in your
leanings. You have a lively
imagination, are inventive and
may be attracted to scientific
experimentation. Capricorn-
ians are frequently imposed
upon by family, friends and
associates because they are
always glad to be helpful and
their conscientiousness and
trustworthiness is such that
when they give of their aid it is
to the utmost. You are
somewhat of an introvert by
nature and this frequently leads
to moods of deep depression.
Try to conquer this trait and try
to be more responsive to the
great world outside. Fields in
which you could carve an
eminent success.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. Thomas Lyles of Murrdy
Route Two has been dismi,ssed
from the Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah.
PADUCAH PATIENT
Stephen Springer of Murra‘
has been a patient at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Frank Ganger of Murray has
been dismissed from Lourde,
Hospital, Paducah.
PATIENT AT PADUCAH
Mrs. Sylvattell Cooper of
Murray has been a patient at
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Jimmy Lamb of Murray has
been dismissed from Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
LEDBETTER SPEAKER
Joe Pat James of Murray was
the guest speaker at the charter





Mi. and Mrs. Willie Hutchens
will be honored with a reception
in celebration of their golden
wedding anniversary from two
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The Golden Age Club held its
annual Christmas party on
Friday, December 12, in the
social hall of the First United
Methodist Church.
A delicious covered dish
luncheon was served at noon
with -Dr. james Fisher 001g
the invocation. The lunchdon
was the traditional Christmas
meal with turkey, dressing,
cranberries, etc. The tables
were beautifully decorated with
lighted candles, holly berriers,
Christmas bells, and poinsettia
wreaths.
The decorating was by Mrs.
Calista Clanton and Mrs.
Robbie Harrison. The turkey
and dressing was prepared by
Mrs. Ruby Harrell and Mrs.
Birdie Parker. Host and
hostesses were Bryan Tolley,
Jesse Ross, Eulalya Johnson,
and Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence
Wheeler.
Following the luncheon the
group was entertained by
members of the Music
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club who were
Mesdames Kay Ray, Katti
Burchfield, Anna Fay Taylor,
Arm Hoke, Margie Shown, Mary
Beth Hays, Hellon Carlin,
Barbara Brandon, and Jane
Prince, the latter the pianist.
They were guests for the lun-
cheon.
A short business session was
conduted by Mrs. Joe Gertzen,
club president, who announced
that the January meeting will
be on the second Friday instead
of the first Friday. She thanked
all committee members. Mrs.
Ruth Chambers became a new
member of the club.
Christmas gifts were ex-
changed among members a
guests,: A special gift from th
club was presented to Pa
Kingins with 0. C. McLemore
making the presentation.
Visitors attending were Alice
Hughes, Ethel Gee, Rev. and
Mrs. A. M. Thomas, Mrs. G. C.
Ashcraft, Mrs. Jessie Robinson,
Rev. and Mrs. Mickey Car-
penter, and Mrs. Lochie Hart.
Members attending were
Paul Kingins, Jesse Ross,
Mesdames Birdie Parker, Artie
Fuqua, Robbie Harrison,
Calista Clanton, Ruby Barnes,
Connie Jones, Ruby Harrell,
Mattie Parker, Thelma Parker,
Eulalya Johnson, Edna
Holland, Elsie Lovett, Ten-
nessee Outland, Gussie Adams,
Frances Beach, Lillie Outland,
Mary Louise Baker, Merne
Mattingly, Gladys Hale, Eunice
Shekell, Sadie Harrell, Katie
Overcast, Hildred Sharp, Floy
Caldwell, Modena Butterworth,
Flora Ford, Ruth Chambers,
Messrs and Mesdames
Lawrence Wheeler, Dan Mears,
Bryan Tolley, Clarence Horton,
Joe Gertzen, 0. C. McLemore,
Norman Klapp, Roger
































DEAR ABBY: I am a seamstress and do alterations and
dressmaking in my home. I began sewing for Mildred last
year and have had no problem with her, but she told Agnes
a friend of hers, about me, and now Agnes brings her clothes
to me for alterations.
When Agnes brings her clothes here, I have to open all
the windows in the house, and that's no lie! The B.O. in her
clothes could overpower a person.
I don't want to sew for Agnes, but how do I tell her? I




DEAR OVER: If you haven't the courage to tell Agnes
point-blank that either she must have her clothes
drycleaned before you will work on them, or you will refuse
to sew for her, tell Mildred. And let Mildred tell her.
DEAR ABBY: I have a 24-year-old daughter who had a
baby out of wedlock five years ago. She decided to keep the
child.
She has a good job and supports herself. She has an
apartment that has one large bedroom. In it is a big double
bed for herself and a smaller bed for her daughter.
Last week I found out that she lets her boyfriend sleep at
her place on weekends, and they sleep in the big double
bed in the same room with her daughter.
When I confronted her with this, she said the child is too
young to understand what it's all about, so I shouldn't
make a big deal out of it.,
I told her if she didn't stop exposing the child to such
things I would declare her an unfit mother, have the child
taken from her and raise the little girl myself.
She says I can't do it. Can I?
DISGUETED MOTHER
DEAR MOTHER: It is possible. But not without a legal
battle. And your daughter is wrong. A 5-year-old child is
not too young to understand what is going on.
DEAR ABBY: A woman I'll call "Louise" has been my
friend since we were children. She is not married. I am and
have been for three years.
Louise and I visit each other and go shopping together.
My husband never misses an opportunity to cut down
Louise. He keeps telling me that he dislikes her, that she is
no good and that he wishes I would end the friendship. I
told him I liked her and had no intentions of ending the
friendship. We have had some bitter arguments about
Louise.
Finally, I asked Louise why my husband disliked her so
much, and she confessed that he had tried to date her-after
we were married, but she had turned him down.
I asked my husband about this and he said, "Yes, I did
ask Louise for a date, and she ACCE4TED!" Then he said,
"So you see what kind frientkyose hive!" Then he added,
could tell you Iota more, but 1 ritnn't."
I told Louise what my husband had said, and she said he
was lying. She never dated him.
I don't know who to believe. How do you figure this?
PUZZLED
DEAR PUZZLED: You like Louise. Your husband
doesn't. The reasons in both cases are unimportant, and the
more you search for them, the more "puzzled" and
disturbed you can be. Drop it,





Baby Boy Armstrong ( mother
Glenda R.), Rt. 7, Murray,
Baby Boy Valentine (mother
Carolyn B.), Rt. 2, Puryear, Tn.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Yerdie Duncan, Rt. 1,
Dexter, Mrs. Diane J. Dunlap,
512 E. Washington, Paris, Tn.,
Mrs. Conley L. Paschall, Rt. 1,
Box 258, Farmington, Miss
Rhonda F. Broach, P.O. Box
3526, Henry, Tn., Keith S.
Letterman, Rt. 2, Box 11,
Murray, Mrs. Janice F. Cathey,
Rt. 2, Box 76, Murray, Dennis
Brandon, Rt. 4, Murray, Miss
Jennifer A. McClain, 511 Broad,
Murray, Master Jonathan D.
Hudgins, Rt. 4, Paris, Tn., Miss
Kelly A. Workman, Rt. 1, Box
184, Murray, Miss Susan Beach,
Rt. 2, Box 236, Murray, Mrs.
Nola C. Winkel, Rt. 5, Box 342,
Benton, Miss Jennifer G.
Turner, Rt. 7, Murray, Mrs.
Edna I. Morrison, Rt. 8,
Murray, Euel Pritchett, Dexter,
Mrs. Novel Hale, 1635 Riley
Cts., Murray, Charles Rose, Rt.
2, Hazel, Leonard Walker, Rt. 6,
Murray, Mrs. Neva 0. Man-
ning, Rt. 3, Benton.
.o..r.o.wor.a..ow•...•••••..••••..•••ab.awedr••••.••••
Thomas
Hours 9:30 to 5:00
Mon.- Sat.















Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey Ahart of
Almo Route One observed their
55th wedding anniversary on
Tuesday, December 23.
No formal celebration was
held, but their children and
grandchildren will be helping
them celebrate during the
holiday season.
NOEL GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Noel of
Murray Route Six announce the
birth of a baby girl, weighing
seven pounds 10% ounces, born
on Thursday, December 11, at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Grandparents are Mr. and









Plc NI Pay Shoes.
Year-end SALE!
Save up to 50%
off the original prices
Men's, Woman's, Childrees Boots and Shoes...
Thousantb of Pairs...Incredible SavingsAlpllhib
*Not sit Sizes in Every Style.
Women's,Teene










20% to 60% 49
Our Reg 49$ pr
Assorted Colors







SAVE $2.75, Reg $8.97
Men s. Big Boys
Suede Casual.
SAVE $4.53, Reg. $14.97
*Use Sour MASTER CHARGE Card
Re}-Air Shopping Center
Murray
10-7 Mon -Thurs. 104 Fricioy
94 Sat. 14 sun.
Get LO know US; you'll like US.
•
PADUCAH: Downtown, Minnens II,
Crossroads
MAYFIELD: On The Square





Orig. $44 Coats Orig. S88 Cnats
3080 Orig. $132 Coats 61 60
924o *Wools *leathers*Solids & Plaids
*fur Trims
*Hooded







































USDA Choice Swiss Steak
USDA Gala





Center Cut Chuck Steak 99
USDA Cbooce
















Unlit 3 with $7.50 odd. Pur•
Excluding tob. & dairy products
. . 211oz. Dot 3 For $1°
. . 12 oz. Cans 5 For 89'
  8 oz. Pkg. 59c
  Two Pick 89'
  ilk. Box 69'
Weight Watchers Drinks....
Gold & Cris') Potato Chips 
Pringles 
Sunshine Cheese It 






Armour Beef Stew 
Musselman's Apple Sauce
Scott Lad Tomato Juice
read
  2401. Cat
 3 15 oz. Cans




Scot Lad Peaches  01. Can 55'
Hyde Park Corn  3 15 oz. Cans $1
Kraft
MIRACLE WHIP
.AIIlhemimp C. Illramp Sp. alialliplathammil
••••• bap* II as. Ill p.a. •lis Mew GINA hose lionge
Havel Oranges EI 11'
Radishes , Pkg 1 OC
Red & White Grapefruit a sin Fs! 29'
Tomatoes Of Basket 59'
LETTUCE
Large Head
Oueen of Scott Green Beans
Chef Way Oil
Big Tex Grapefruit Juice
  4 isa cam '1"
 oz. M. Sl"
46 oz. Co 49'
Stokely Cut Beets 4 15 (n. Cies 1"
Bama Grape Jelly  Ha Jar 69'





Banquet Pot Pies  3 For 89'
H. P. Orange Juice.... 12 oz. Cni 49'
Pyrex Bleach  1/2641. 59'
Coronet Tissue   4 Roll Pkg. 69C
Viva Fiesta Towels   55'
‘' Northern Tissue 4 Roll Pkg 79
Hunt's Catsup • ......... 20 oz. Bol. 59'
Wishbone Italian Dressing  16 oz. 89'
Say-Sum Salad Dressing ot 89C














  1 lb. airs.
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OPINION PAGE]
Page 4— Wednesday Afternoon, December 24, 1975
A Christmas Editorial
by Loyal Phillips
Our fascination for skylabs,
satellites, comets and UFOs today
as our attention is directed to the
Star of Bethlehem.
"We saw His Star in the East and
we come to worship Him." These
were the words of Babylonian wise
men who miraculous experience
proved that the Christmas message
was meant to be universal.
Seven hundred years before
Christ, according to the prophet
Isaiah, the Lord promised to send to
the world a Son who would be called
the "Prince of Peace."
Hundreds of miles to the east in
the Gentile land of the Caaldeans,
near Babylon, followers of Zoroaster
had been told to expect the birth of a
Messiah. From the gospel according
to Matthew, we learn that wise men
from the East were guided to
Jerusalem by a star which signified
the birth of the King of the Jews.
The Magi, or wise men of the East,
were astronomers, hence God spoke
-to them in a language they un-
derstood. He sent a star to serve as a
guiding beam to lead them out of a
foreign and heathen land. The
Savior's star, which sought out the
Gentile Magi and led them to
Bethlehem, demonstrated clearly
that God's gift of love was sent to all
men then living and yet to be born —
without regard to status, creed or
race.
Today, eight hundred million
Christians the world over com-
memorate the birth of a Child in a
stable in a crowded Judean village
2,000 years ago. The miracle birth
which was made known to the
astronomers and a few shepherds
marked the beginning of the
Christian religion. However, the
mystery at Bethlehem unfolded into
something far more significant than
a new religious faith.
The Christmas story represents
the beginning of Christian
civilization of the west. Our
calendars mark time according to
his birth and our laws and rules of
conduct are based on His teachings.
It is fitting that we celebrate the
birth of our Savior with music, with
gifts and with fellowship. However,
this Christmas, let's probe deeper
into the Christmas story for
guidance in handling our tiroblems
at home and around the world.
Today the world's rulers wrestle
in vain with the problems of human
relations and we fall back on
legislative panaceas and police
power to re-establish mutual respect
between men and nations. Yet for
2,000 years we have had before us
the one golden rule which could
maintain peace and good will: "Do
unto others as you would have them
do unto you."
The gift and sacrifice of God's Son
was the love gift of the ages and
anyone who harbors hate and greed
on this holy day is out of step with
the season.
Notwithstanding the tragic con-
flict now raging around the City of
David, the Star of Bethlehem still
offers guidance. In fancy above the
shell bursts, we hear faint echoes of
the divine Christmas carols over the
manger where Christ was born.
It is our hope that the Yuletide
season in all its beauty and glory will
bring happiness to your home — and
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Stomach Acid And Coffee
Coffee is a very popular drink,
but it is also a highly compli-
cated one, containing hundreds
of different chemicals Some of
these have been studied exten-
sively, such as caffeine; and
others have been identified and
stadied less exhaustively. Some
other constituents of coffee are
unknown, and their effects good
*bad, an the health of the con-
nnner remain unclear.
According to a report in a re-
cent issue of the New England\
Journal of Medicine, Sidney
Cohen, M.D.. and Glenn Booth,
Jr., AD., of the gastrointestinal
sectionai the University of Penn-
sylvania, studied the effects of
caffeine, ordinary coffee and
decaffeinated coffee. Their find-
ings exploded some long-held
notions.
While the intake at the chemi-
cal caffeine has long been
known to elevate stomach acid
By FJ.la BLasingame, MD.
and to relax the tone of the mus-
cle of the esophagus (allowing
acid content of the stomach to
regurgitate upward and cause
heartburn by irritating the lower
part of the gullet), it has been
thought that decaffeinated
coffee (97 to 99 per cent of caf-
feine removed) would be better
for persons with high stomach
acid and a history of peptic
ulcer. Also, persons troubled
with heartburn (dyspepsia) have
frequently been told by their
physicians to tae decaffeinated
rather than regular coffee.
These researchers studied a
series of volunteers who had no
history of gastrointestinal dis-
ease and found that regular and
decaffeinated coffee were more
potent as stomach acid
stimulants than caffeine. Also,
regular and decaffeinated coffee
increased the muscular tone of
the esophagus more than caf-
feine.
As a result of these interesting
findings, the authors conclude
that some compounds in coffee
other than caffeine may be caw-
ing the effects on stomach acid
and on the muscular tone of the
esophagus The results indicate
that decaffeinated coffee has lit-
tle or no advantage for the
dyspeptic person or those who
are prone to peptic ulcers Of
course, decaffeinated coffee
would have less likelihood of
sleep disturbance.
These surprising findings indi-
cate that more clinical research
is needed regarding the ingre-
dients of coffee.
Q. Mr. A.F. inquires whether it
is preferable to plan several
short vacation periods during a
year rather than one long one
A. Regular vacations are
found to be beneficial. The
Artificial Substitutes For Tobacco
Some authorities feel that a
safe, nontobacco cigarette can-
not be created, but the search for
substitute materials has con-
tinued for two decades
In recent months the research
has shown more promise of suc-
cess because of the hope of hav-
ing a product which is less toxic
and which is las costly than
natural tobacco.
The artificial tobacco
substitutes (ATS) can be pro-
duced at the rate that is needed
and would overcome the
seasonal nature of tobacco crops
and their expensive storage and
blending.
The new material will have
the appearance and feel of
tobacco and burn like it, yet
yield less total particulate mat-
ter (TPM) in the smoke. For ex-
ample, an ATS cigarette would
yield 3 to 6 mg. of TPM corn-
pared to 25 to 40 mg in a corres-
ponding tobacco cigarette. This
difference is accomplished by
the use of clays and specially
prepared celluloses. The ATS
cigarettes are said to lack the
satisfying taste of tobacco.
The main intent in searching
for a suitable ATS is the reduc-
tion of the health hazard of
tobacco smoke.
ATS cigarettes were tested by
the Smoking and Health Pro-
gram of the National Cancer In-
stitute, and the condensates
were painted on mouse skin for
18 months and compared very
favorably in the production of
skin cancers with tobacco con-
densates from tobacco smoke.
When Krs was blended with
tobacco on a 50-50 basis and the
condensate from this mixture of
smoke tested, the condensate
was found to be the same as that
of tobacco smoke. About this
proportion of ATS and tobacco
appear necessary to secure con-
sumer acceptance.
Perhaps future blends of ATS
and tobacco can contain less of
the latter and add supplemental
flavors so as to attain consumer
satisfaction without the toxicity
of tobacco. More work will be re-
quired to reach this objective.
Q. Mrs. L.D would like to
know a safe over-the-counter
medicine for sleep.
A. Medicine should not be re-
quired regularly to induce sleep,
and such self-medication should
be avoided. If your sleep habits
have changed, and if you have
persistent trouble sleeping, the
cause should be determined by
your physician. In occasional
use, antihistamines can be
beneficial, and they are usually
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length of a vacation has to be in-
dividualized, depending upon
the age. occupation, and life cir-
cumstances of the involved per-
sons. Several shorter vacation
spent some time apart, make
sense to many people and prove
adequate.
Q. Mr. PL would like to know
if skipping meals while dieting to
reduce weight should be en-
couraged.
A. While some persons find
meal skipping helpful, regular
meals during dieting periods to
reduce weight are preferable.
selecting a balanced diet and
smaller portions of food. In this
manner, good habits of eating
are established which help to
.keep weight within limits so that
"bouts" of dieting become un-
necessary.
unpfripti Uniel neer, 4,••••,
available from your pharmacist
without a prescription. Now and
then, a glass of wine, a toddy, or
cocktail may be helpful.
Q. Mr. P.T. states that he has
read of an increase in butxxitc
plague and wonders if we are in
danger of a big outbreak.
A. Bubonic plague did not nc
cur in the United States among
humans for a number of years
until recent times. A few human
cases have appeared in the last
few years, mostly in the western
part of the country. According to
the US. Public Health Service.
five cases have been diagnased
during the first six months of
1975. These persons have been
successfully treated with anti-
biotics. No epidemic is feared
Control of the rat population is
an important factor in prevt•n
PRA,.
Bible Thought
. . . While we were yet sinners,
Christ died for us. Romans 5:8.
The task of accepting us and
welcoming us into the right
relationship with God, was done-
by Christ when we were without
help.
• . Nowa Saralee
k
The light that never fails
A Christmas Prayer
' 'Virginia, your little friends are wrong. They have been affected by the skep-
ticism of a skeptical age. They do not believe exceptwhat they see. They think
that nothing can be which is not comprehensible by their little minds. All minds,
Virginia„whether they be men's or children's are-little. In this great universe of
ours man is a mere insect, an ant, in his intellect, as compared with the boun-
dless world about him, as measured by the intelligence capable of grasping the
whole of truth and knowledge.".. ..., ' • .
These were the opening words ofiPeantis Church's editorial of 1897, tive most
widely reprinted editorial in newspaper history.
The numerous crises of 1975 have again afflicted us with "the skepticism of a
skeptical age." As we close the book on 1975 and prepare to enter a New Year,
the question is whether we have "the intelligence capable of grasping the whole
of truth and knowledge."
We have witnessed, so far, the survival of our American institutions through a
period of unprecedented developments that would have collapsed any other
system of government.
Do we now have the courage and capability of restoring confidence in our-
selves for the road ahead?
Our answer to that question is "yes"and it is our prayer that the challeces
facing us all in 1976 will unite us once again as the proud and pewerfuhtatl we
have always been. sog
In spite of present vicissitudes, the American people as a whole have much to
be thankful for at this Christmas Season.
Dear Consumer
Help With The Rent
By Virginia Knauer
Special Assistant to the President
and Director
Office of Consumer Affairs
Department of Health,
Education and Welfare
If you are a senior citizen on a fixed
income, have a physical handicap or
disability, or are in the low-income
bracket, you may qualify for Federal
Government help in paying your rent.
Under a new program — known of-
ficially as Section 8 Housing Assistance
Payments Program — the Department of
;Housing and Urban Development (HUD)
•is making available rent subsidies to
consumers who are having difficulty in
paying for their housing.
The program is designed to help people
whose income is well below the average
for a "housing market area" as set by
HUD. Under the program, eligible con-
sumers who are certified by the public
housing authority ( PHA ) in their city or
town can sign a lease with a participating
landlord and pay from 15 to 25 per cent of
the family income for rent. HUD will pay
the rest.
Here is how the program works:
To be certified as eligible, consumers
must first go to the PHA and provide in-
formation about their income, size of
family and monthly expenses. If they
qualify, they will be given a Certificate of
Family Participation.
+The income levels that qualify con-
sumers for the rent subsidy are computed
for each "standard metropolitan
statistical area" in the country — like, for
example, Sarasota, Fla. HUD takes the
median income for this area (where half of
the population is above and half below this
figure) and requires that eligible con-
sumers earn no more than 00 per cent of
the median. Taking the example again. of
Sarasota, if the median income is 810,000,
conaufners could quality for assistance -if
they earn less than $8,000. However, in-
come by itself is not the only determinant.
HUD also looks at the size of the family in
figuring eligibility.
+In determining whether the person or
family being subsidized pays 15 or 25 per
cent of the rent, HUD looks at how their
income compares to the average income
for the area. If the income is no greater
than 80 per cent of the average, the person
or family is considered "low income" and
pays 25 - mt. Where the income is no
greater aaiii 50 per cent of the average,
HUD classifies these consumers as "very
low income" and allows them to pay 15 per
cent.
+Landlords can participate in the
program if their units are inspected by the
PHA and are found to be "decent, safe,
and sanitary" housing according to HUD
specifications. HUD also requires that the
rents charged by landlords are reasonable
according to HUD's statistics for the area.
For more information about the new
rent subsidy program, contact your
nearest HUD office (which is listed in the




Overheard in a bus in Chattanooga:
"Man, can that woman talk. You couldn't
get a word in edgewise if you folded it in
two."
A former fern-fibber confided that she
dropped the Ms. designation this week.
How come? "At 11:37 p. m. on the
Scajaquada Expressway, when I was all
alone and had a flat tire, I decided the
thing I needed most was a good old-
fashioned male chauvinist." ( Buffalo Eve
News)
Psychologists say women are better
than men at remembering old classmates.
Or it may be that their eyes are sharper for
reading the name tags at the reunion. ( Bill
Vaughan)
111EARTIN
HEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to an-
swer questions and solve problems — fast.
If you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
HEARTLINE, 8514 N. Main St., Dayton,
Ohio 45415. Senior citizens will receive .4
prompt replies. The most useful replies
will be printed in this column.
The Heartline staff would like to take
this opportunity to wish all of its readers a
happy holiday season and a prosperous
New Year!
Heartline: My mother receives Sup-
plemental Security Income payments and
is an invalid. I was her representative
payee, but I have moved away. Can my
aunt be her representative payee? — D. S.
Answer: Yes, the main thing is that the
payee must be interested in the welfare of
the individual and provide for the basic
and personal needs of the recipient. The
change in payee should be discussed with
the local Social Security Office.
Heartline: I receive Aid to Families with
Dependent Children, and one of my
children is disabled. Is she eligible for
Supplemental Security Income? — M. H.
Answer: Yes, she may be. Talk with
your local Social Security Office and with
the AFDC Office to see what effect ap-
plying for Supplemental Security Income
might have on your total income.
Heartline: I work for the city in which I
live, and although some other employees
of the city are covered under Social
Security, my services are not covered. My
supervisor says that since I'm in a position
covered under the city's retirement
system, I cannot obtain Social Security
coverage — M. K.
Answer: Social Security coverage is
provided for employees performing ser-
vices for your city because of an
agreement entered into between the state
in which your city is located and the
Secretary of Health, Education, and
Welfare. The state, however, excluded
from coverage under its agreement,
services performed in positions that are
covered under the city's retirement
system. Therefore, since you are in a
position covered by the city's retirement
system, your services are not covered
because they are excluded pursuant to the
state's coverage agreetOent with the
secretary.
Heartline; Is it true that husbands of
female veterans are eligible for the same
Veterans Administration benefits as wives
and widows of male veterans? — R. S.
Answer: Yes. A husband or widower has
the same status as a wife or widow of a
male veteran and is eligible to receive the
same benefits if otherwise entitled.
10 Years Ago
Mrs. Melvin Smith and her three old son,
Maurice, were killed this morning in a car-
train collision at Almo. Two other persons
in the car were injured.
The Murray City Council in a short
meeting last night elected all the
ployees of the city for another year
adopted the budget for the next year.
Brent Manning was named as the new
chief of police.
Jim Adams died yesterday at the home
of his son, Joe B. Adams of Hazel.
Midnight Mass will be held at 11:30 p.m.
tonight at St. Leo's Catholic Church.
Dr. Ralph Tesseneer spoke at the
meeting of the Murray Rotary Club.
20 Years Ago
Mrs. P. F. Waterfield, age 86, died today
at her home at 1302 Olive Boulevard,
Murray.
Murray State College's Junior Varsity
Debate Team, coached by Prof. J. Albert
Tracy, will be in several events during the,.1
coming month.
Dr. H. C. Chiles showed slides of his tour
of The Holy Land at the meeting of the
Murray Rotary Club. He was introduced
by Hunter Love who along with Wallace
Key were in charge of the program.
Births reported include a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Charles R. Rains on December 10, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Robert 0. Miller on
December 11, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Benton M. Mullins on December 11, and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Loyd Bean on
December 18.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
"Witchita" starring Joel McCrea, Vera
Miles, and Lloyd Bridges.
Isn't It The Truth
A Senate bill that would codify criminal
Law in some 700 pages would send you or
me to jail for a number of so-called of-
fenses against the federal government;
such as, for example, reading any letter
left on some bureau jobbie's desk at lun-
chtime. Other provisions in the bill ala,
are silly — just silly enough to get pasigit
for senior
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Cream Style Yellow & White





















Chef Way 3 lb.
Frosty Acres Crinkle Cut
Frosty Seas Fish
STICKS 14 oz. 89'
Yellow
ONIONS 31b. 55'
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Simpson Leads Rushing Stats Messersmith And McNally Get
Presents Early: Free AgentsFo
r Second Consecutive Year
NEW YORK (AP) — O.J.
Simpson, the high-octane
"juice" of Buffalo's powerful
offense, is the National Football
League's rushing champion for
the second straight year.
Although his final yardage
figure of 1,817 was below his
record-breaking 2,000 mark in
1973, Simpson nevertheless ran
away with the individual title
again.
Simpson, who carried the ball
more than anyone else with 329
cracks, finished several lengths
in front of Pittsburgh's Franco
Harris, who had 1,246 yards.
Baltimore's Lydell Mitchell,
Harris' onetime college
teanunate at Penn State, was
the third best rusher in the NFL
with 1,193 — the first Colt ever
to hit the 1,000-yard level.
The top three rushers
performed in the American
Conference, which produced
five 1,000-yard runners this
season. Jim Otis of the National
Conference's St. Louis Car-
dinals finished fourth in the
rushing race with 1,076 yards.
In addition to his yardage
title, Simpson's splendid season
also included the NFL's scoring
championship with 138 points.
Cincinnati's Ken Anderson
repeated as league passing
champion, NFL statistics
showed today. Anderson
finished with a rating of 94.1
points, based on overall per-
formance which included Z18 of
377 completions for 3,169 yards,
a 60.5 passing percentage, 21
touchdown throws and 11 in-
terceptions.
Minnesota's Fran Tarkenton
finished second in the NFL
during the best season of his 15-
year career. The Viking
quarterback had a rating of
91.7, based on 273 completions in
425 attempts for 2,994 yards, 25
touchdowns and 13 in-
terceptions.
Mitchell, who won the AFC's
pass receiving title last year,
shared the NFL crown with
Cleveland's wide receiver
Reggie Rucker. Both had 60
receptions, Mitchell for 544
yards and Rucker for 770. Total
catches are the basis of
deciding receiving cham-
pionships.
Oakland's Ray Guy is the
NFL's punting champion with a
43.8-yard average; Houston's
Billy Johnson took the punt
return title with a 15.3 average;
Chicago's Walter Payton won
the kickoff return crown with a
31.7 average and Toni Fritsch of
Dallas led NFL kickers with 104
points and had the most field
goals, 22.
Smith's Transition From Bad
To Good Foul Shooter Pays Off
By The Associated Press
Randy Smith used to be one of
the worst free throw shooters in
the National Basketball
Association. Now he's one of the
best.
The miraculous transition has
simply been a matter of mind,
he says.
"It's pure concentration," the
Buffalo guard point:, out. "I
block everything else out of my
mind. Now I've got all the
confidence in the world."
Smith's ability to make the
free throw was obvious Tuesday
night — when he hit 13 of 14
shots to help the Braves beat the
Boston Celtics 101-92.
Smith's near-perfect foul
shooting boosted his season's
average over 82 percent and
allowed him to score 31 points
overall,
Kentucky State Retains
Top Spot In Cage Poll
By The Assedeled Press
Kentucky State continues to
dominate the Associated Press
College Division Basketball Poll
with Alcorn and Grand Canyon
naming second and third.
Kentucky State whipped
Tougaloo and Coppin State to
raise its record to 54 and
collected 21 first-place votes for
its trouble from a nationwide
panel of sports writers and
broadcaster& The Thorobreds
"met: 312 of a possible 350
pints in the balloting.
Alcorn held the No. 2 spot with
one first-place vote and 271
points. The Braves, 7-0, downed
Tougaloo, Biscayne and Delta
State. Grand Canyon, 10-0, held
the third position after beating
Western State and Mesa State.
Grand Canyon picked up seven
first-place votes and 243 points.
St. Mary's of Texas, 8-1,
shaded Tennessee.-
Chattanooga, 6-1, for fourth
place. St. Mary's moved up a
notch after taking the week off
while Chattanooga dopped to
fifth after a loss to Armstrong
State. Each had two No. 1 votes,
but St. Mary's had 176 points to
171 for Tennessee-Chattanooga.
Gardner-Webb, 10-2,
advanced one spot to sixth after
downing Belmont Abbey,
Johnson C. Smith and Lenoir
Rhyne; and Tennessee State, 6-
0, jumped all the way from 12th
to seventh on the strength of its
victory over Northern
Kentucky.
Gannon, 6-1, was up one place
to eighth despite losing to
Duquesne, a major school. Old
Dominion, 3-4, fell from sixth to
ninth but got one firstplace vote
anyway.
Jackson State, 4-2., dropped
from eighth to 10th.
Fairmont State, 5-0, was up
from 15th place to llth with one
first-place vote; North Dakota,
8-1, was up one spot to 12th;
Norfolk State, 54, dropped to
13th from 10th; Maryinount,
Kan., 8-1, slipped from llth to
14th; and Nebraska-Omaha, 6-0,
moved into the poll as the No. 15
team.
The AP Top Fifteen
By The Associated Press
Here are the Top 15 teams in
The Associated Press college
division basketball poll with
first-place votes in parentheses,
season records through games
of Saturday, Dec. 20, and total
points. Points based on 104-8-7-
64-4-3-2-1:
1.Kentucky St. (21) 5-0 312
2.Alcorn (I) 7-0 271
3.Grtuid Canyon (7) 10-0 243
4.St. Mary's (2) 8-1 176
5. UT-Cha ttanooga ( 2 )6-1 171
11.Gardner-Webb 10-2 142
7.Tennessee St. 6-0 104
8.Gannon 6-1 67
9.0Id Dominion ( 1) 3-4 66
10.Jackson St. 4-2











STAN HITCHCOCK'S KY. LAKE MUSIC BARN
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In the other NBA games,
Washington Bullets be
Detroit Pistons 120-1 ; the
Houston Rockets trimmed the
Chicago Bulls 101-94; the New
York Knicks nipped the
Milwaukee Bucks 110-108; the
Golden State Warriors defeated
the New Orleans Jazz 10547;
the Los Angeles Lakers
walloped the Kansas City Kings
111-97 and the Portland Trail
Blazers whipped the Seattle
Super-Sonics 125-100.
Bullets 120, Pistons 102
Phil Chenier, Elvin Hayes
and Dave Bing teamed for 60
points as Washington rolled
past struggling Detroit. It was
the ninth consecutive loss for
the Pistons, a club record, while
the Bullets snapped a four-
game road losing streak.
Rockets 101, Bulls 94
Keven Kunnert snared 19
rebounds and pumped in 16
points to pace Houston over
Chicago. Calvin Murphy
collected 21 points for Houston.
Bob Love scored 22 points to
lead the Bulls.
Knicks 116, Bucks 103
John Gianelli hit a 12-foot shot
from the baeeline with 15
seconds left, lifting New York
over Milwaukee. Earl Monroe
scored 24 points to top the
Knicks.
Warriors 105, Jazz 9'1
Reserves Gus Williams and
Derrek Dickey combined for 37
points in Golden State's victory.
Williams scored five straight
points in the final quarter after
New Orleans had rallied.
Dickey then sank three con-
secutive field goals to put the
game out of reach.
Laken 111, Lbws 97
Gail Goodrich's season-high
35 points led Los Angeles past
Kansas City. Kareem Abdul-
Jabbar added 23 points, hauled
down 72 rebounds and was
credited with seven blocked
shots for the Lakers.
Trail Blazers 125, Sonics lie
Geoff Petrie poured through
31 points and teammate Sidney
Wicks added 21 as Portland
rolled to an easy victory over
Seattle.
Resigns Post
LARAMIE, Wyo. ( AP) —
John Walker, track and cross-
country track coach at the
University of Wyoming the past
14 years, has stepped down
from those positions.
The school's board of trustees
granted a request by Walker
that he be reassigned to fulltirne
teaching duties as an associate
professor of physical education.
He has divided his time
between the athletic and
physical education departments




Starts 9 a.m. Friday Morning
Paris, Tenn. THE HANGER 6424744
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
The South Carolina basketball
team either beats you into
submission, or bores you to
death.
After clubbing down Yale 100-
66 in the opening round, Frank
McGuire's quick-change artists
went to a more deliberate style
while stopping Oklahoma State
70-61 Tuesday night in the
championship game of the
Carolina Classic.
"I wanted them out of that
zone before we were going to
play with them," said McGuire,
explaining why his team went
into a five-minute stall with a
six-point lead in the second half.
"There's no way I was going
to have our guys shoot over that
zone. I expected them to press
and was surprised when they
went into that zone."
The visitors' strategy might
College Scores
By The Associated Press
EAST
Providence 76, Oregon 68
Evansville 62, Pittsburgh 61
LaSalle 104, Maine 88
Long Island 101, Brooklyn 71
Seton Hall 75 St. Francis,
N.Y., 66
Fordham 69, Vermont 66
SOUTH
Louisiana St. 87, Cornell 71
M. Tennessee St. 83, Mercer
72
Morgan St. 68, Baltimore 65
69
MIDWEST
Creighton 77, Wichita St. 71
Iowa 77, Drake 73
Centenary 76, Illinois St. 72
Memphis St. 84, Benedictine
SOUTHWEST
Howard Payne 82, Okla. Sci.
& Art 64
FAR WEST
UCLA 96, Baylor 75
Nev.-Las Vegas 101, UGSanta
Barbara 83
Cincinnati 76, Pepperdine 74
Stanford 87, St. Mary's, Calif.,
71
San Francisco 86, St. Peters,
N.J., 71
Santa Clara 68, Long Beach
St. 67
E. Montana 81, Montana St. 62
TOURNAMENTS
S. Carolina 70, Oklahoma St.
61
Virginia 72, Yale 62
By FRED ROTHENBERG
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) —
Yesterday, Catfish Hunter.
Today, Andy Messersmith and
Dave McNally. Tomorrow, the
world.
That's right. The same status
that brought millions to Hunter
a year ago, that will bring
riches to Messersmith and
maybe, McNally, could be a
gold mine for almost every
major league baseball player.
It's free agency, a sort of
financial haven in which no one
has you, yet everybody wants
you. And it could happen to
hundreds of ballplayers for the
1977 baseball season.
Peter Seitz, the impartial
arbitrator who pushed Catfish
Hunter towards a $3.75 million
pot of gold, waved his magic
wand Tuesday and ruled that
pitchers Messersmith and
McNally were free agents. Seitz
said that both pitchers played
the 1975 season without signing
contracts and, accordingly,
have ended their contractual
411commitments, Messersmith
with the Los Angeles Dodgers
and McNally with the Montreal
Expos.
Messersmith, a high-quality
pitcher with two 20-victory
campaigns under his belt and a
19-14 record last season, could
command some sky-high bids
from the major league teams.
On the other hand, McNally,
who left the Expos last June
because his arm was wasted,
may only be worth dirt. He
couldn't be reached for
comment Tuesday but, when
last seen at his car dealership in
Billings, Mont., he was not
looking to ride the comeback
trail.
So it appears that Messer-
smith will be 1976's glamour boy
and most-wanted man, just like
Hunter was one year ago. But it
also appears that there may be
a lot of competition for that title
in 1977.
On Dec. 20, all individual
contracts had to be mailed to
the major league players.
Paragraph 10 ( a), the renewal
clause, which Seitz said could
be invoked by the owners only
once, is in every one of those
contracts.
According to Marvin Miller,
executive director of the major
league players association who
joined Seitz in voting 2-1 against
owners' agent John Gilierin in
Tuesday's historic decision,
each player's contract is an
independent document —
'separate from the labor
contract between the players
and the owners.
Miller says the labor contrail
expires Dec. 31 but those in-
dividual contracts are a dif-
ferent matter. If a player does
not sign his contract by Mar. 1
and is notified within 10 days of
Mar. 1 by his owner that the
owner is renewing the contract
in accordance with 10(a), then
the player may perform the 1976
season without a contract.
And presto, he's an unsigned
but not an unwanted player, and
after the season, he becomes a
free agent.
Miller said it doesn't matter
what happens in the upcoming
collective bargaining between
the players association and the
owners on a new labor contract.
"Ten (a) is part of the in-
dividual contracts," Miller
said, "and Tuesday's decision
immediately affects almost
every player without any
question."
Miller said the only excep-
tions to this were players with
multi-year contracts covering
the 1976 season, players who
already have signed oneyear
contracts for 1976 and players
who go to salary arbitration, if
there is salary arbitration, in
1976.
In the past, any player going
to salary arbitration had to sign
a contract, with the impartial
arbitrator merely filling in a
final figure.
S
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South Carolina: Beat
You Badly Or Bp,,t;p:
have seemed strange to Pavilion and overshadowed a
McGuire, but it was okay in 32-point performance by
Oklahoma State Coach Guy Baylor's Tony Rufus.
Strong's playbook. Robert Miller tipped in a
"It's a credit to us that, down missed shot at the buzzer to give
the stretch, with them the Cincinnati its victory over
favorites and leading at home, Pepperdine. The 6-foot-11
they chose to hold the ball Miller, who topped both clubs
against our zone," he said. with 13 rebounds, jumped high
Elsewhere in college to bang home a missed shot by
basketball, fourth-ranked teammate Pat Cummings.
UCLA whipped Baylor 96-75; Eddie Owens scored 28 points
No. 6 Cincinnati stopped Pep- to lead unbeaten Nevada-Las
perdine 76-74; 12th-ranked Vegas to its ninth victory of the
Nevada-Las Vegas beat UC season. The Rebels opened the
Santa Barbara 101-83; No. 14 second half with a 24-6 scoring
San Francisco stopped St. burst to put the game out of
Peter's of New Jersey 86-71 and reach.
19th-ranked Centenary turned Winford Boynes scored 22
back Illinois State 76-72. points to lead San Francisco
Mike Dunleavy and Alex over St. Peter's. Nate Bland
English were the big guns for scored 25 points and Robert
South Carolina, teaming for 46 Parrish added 24 more to pace
points. Dunleavy scored 24 Centenary's success.
points while English struck for Other scores: Providence 76,
EL English was named the Oregon 68; Memphis State 84,
tournament's most valuable Benedictine 69; ISU 87, Cornell
player. 71; LaSalle 104, Maine 88; Seton
The forward combination of Hall 75, St. Francis, N.Y., 66;
Marques Johnson and Richard Georgetown 94, Southern
Washington produced 37 points, Connecticut 57; Evansville 62,
triggering UCLA past Baylor. Pitt 61; Fordham 69, Vermont
The triumph gave UCLA its 87th 66 and Creighton 77, Wichita
straight victory at Pauley State 71.
Wins Award
BOSTON ( A P ) — Veteran
John Havlicek of the Boston
Celtics has been named
recipient of the 1975 Brian
Piccolo-YMCA award for
humanitarian service.
The national council of the
Young Men's Christian
Association, which chose the
National Basketball Association
star Tuesday after polling more
than 3,000 sports writers,
broadcasters and local YMCAs,
said of Havlicek: "The judges
were impressed by your un-
tiring and sincere efforts in
behalf of your fellow citizens,
particularly young people,




PHILADELPHIA ( AP) —
Temple University Tuesday
named Jim Mazza, coach of the
Bethlehem, Pa., Catholic High
School football team for the past
three years, as offensive back-
field coach.
Mazta will assist Wayne
Hardin, who has led the Owls to




McGlothlin, a 14-game winner
on the Cincinnati Reds 1970
National League championship
club, died Tuesday at his home
after a lengthy illness.
McGlothlin, 32, finished out
his baseball career in 1974 with
the Chicago White Sox, who had
obtained him from the Reds in
1973. He had a career mark of
67-77.
He spent his first five years in
the major leagues with the
California Angels before being
traded to Cincinnati in 1969.
While with the Angels, he pit-
ched three straight shutouts in
1967 and was named to the
American League All-Star team
that season.
McGlothlin was stricken last
February while vacationing in
Florida during baseball's
spring training. He lost 45
pounds at one point during his
struggle, but was confident he
had overcome the illness last
May when he said: "I'm
supposed to be six feet under,




Seitz agreed with Miller's
Interpretation of the free agent
potential of the 1976 individual
contracts. Lee MacPhail,
president of the American
League, said he didn't know
what affect Tuesday's decision
would have on the individual
contracts.
So what does all this mean?
What will happen to the national
pastime?
The answers vary according
to what aide of the player-
management fence you're on.
Dick Moss, counsel for the
players association who argued
the Messersmith-McNally cases
Last month, said the decision
"will not lead to many players
leaving teams" He pointed to
basketball, in which a player




commitments. But he said in
the last five years, only nine




"I am enormously disturbed
by this arbitration," Kuhn said.
"If this interpretation prevails,
stweball's reserve system will
be eliminated by the stroke of a
pen. It would be a disaster for
the great majority of the
players, the clubs, and most of
all, the fans."
And Miller, pleased by the
latest ruling, was looking ahead
for more gains by his union.
"You have to look at this
decision in the proper
perspective," Miller said. "The
ruling itself covers only one
facet of the reserve system.
Now there's a safety valve for a
dissatisfied player, and
baseball has been 'raised toward
the level of other sports."
Football, hockey and
basketball give their pleyers the
chance to switch teams after
they comply with certain
procedures. But MacPhail
thinks a similar plan for
baseball would damage his
sport more than the others.
"This decision could have a
clisasterous effect on baseball,"
MacPhail said. 'It would be
more harmful to baseball than
any other sport." MacPhail said
baseball doesn't have the
colleges acting as a farm
system for its players. Baseball
must invest millions of dollars
on a farm system, which Mac-
Phail says would go unattended
if the owners saw their most
expensive products leaving for
greener pastures.
Seitz, a fervent baseball fan
who grew up on the Brooklyn
Dodgers, doesn't think his
decision will put the past in the
national pastime.
"This decision does not
destroy baseball," Seitz said.
"But if the club owners think it
will ruin baseball they have it in
their power to prevent the
damage."
The owners made their first
move on Tuesday by rein-
stituting their case in federal
court in Kansas City, a case
which argues that Seitz did not
have jurisdiction to rule in the
Messersmith-McNally ar-
bitration disputes.
Nets Are Just Starting
To Play Their Best Ball
By *IKE CLARK
AP Sports Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Rich Jones, who spends his days
laboring in the considerable
shadow of Julius Erving, says
the New York Nets are just
beginning to play their best
basketball. A major reason for
that improvement could be
Jones' personal adjustments.
"It's hard for me playing next
to the Doctor," Jones admitted
after scoring 21 points in New
York's 107-102 American
Basetball Association victory
over Kentucky Tuesday night.
"I'm not coming in as the main
offensive weapon. You know, in
Texas I was the main scorer.
"I've had to change my game
to complement Julius because
he's so good with the ball,"
Jones added. "I just try to get
out of his way... And he gets so
many assists, he'll hit you if
you're open."
In the night's other ABA
games, the Spirits of St. Louis
beat the Virginia Squires 115-103
and the Indiana Pacers turned
back the San Antonio Spurs 111-
106.
Erving went nine minutes
before scoring his first point
Tuesday night, but DT. J did
find Jones alone for a pair of
close-in shots to keep New York
within reach of the hot-shooting
Colonels.
Then Erving began ac-
cumulating his 31 points by
breaking free against a Ken-
tucky defense that couldn't
afford to leave Jones unat-
tended.
Trailing 57-50 at halftime, the
Nets outscored 1,S,entucky41-21
in the third period to take
control at 87-78.' Erving had 14
paints and three steals in that
period while Jones added 10
points.
Kentucky twice drew within
two points in the final minutes,
but Erving and Jones scored
clutch baskets to keep the Nets
ahead.
"We've been beating people,
but we haven't been playing all
that well," Jones said. "But
we're just now starting to jell."
Bird Averitt was high for the
Colonels with 21 points.
Spirits 115, Squires 103
Ron Boone, Freddie Lewis
and Marvin Barnes combined
for 71 points as St. Louis blew
the game wide open late in the
second period. The Spirits held
only a three-point lead at the
end of the first period, but then
outscored Virginia by 10 points
in the second quarter and 11
points in the third.
Pacers 111, Spurs 108
Billy Keller scored 32 points,
including five three-point field
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Mrs. Julia Inman of 421 South
Tenth Street, Murray, died
Tuesday at 10:20 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was 83 years of
age and death followed an
extended illness.
The deceased was the wife of
Zodie Inman who died in 1942.
One daughter, Mrs. Ruth Lee,
preceded her in death in 1951.
She was a member of the Union
Ridge United Methodist
Church, and was the daughter
of the late Joe McNeely and
Nora Anderson McNeely.
Mrs. Inman is survived by
one son, Luther Inman of
Murray; three daughters, Mrs.
Ruby Jones of Aurora, Mrs.
Ludie Mathis of Allen Park,
Mich., and Mrs. Ethel Letson of
Clinton, Mich.; twelve grand-
children; twenty great grand-
children.
Also surviving are one
brother, Willie McNeely of
Benton Route Five, and one
sister, Mrs. Nannie Butler of
Benton.
The funeral will be held
Friday at one p.m. at the Union
Ridge United Methodist Church
with Bro. Heyward Roberts and
Bro. Cecl Bellew officiating.
Burial will follow in the Union
Ridge Cemetery with grandsons
serving as pallbearers.
Friends may call at the Linn
Funeral Home, Benton, after
one p.m. today (Wednesday).
Dr. Frank Reeder
Dies At Paducah
Dr. Frank E. Reeder, Jr., age
44, died in his office at the
Medical Arts Building,
Paducah, at about four a.m.
Tuesday.
The McCracken County
Coroner, John Barker, said the
death of the Paducah surgeon
was caused by loss of blood
resulting from a cut of the left
femoral artery.
Dr. Reeder, i native of
Franklin, obtained" his B. S.
degree from Western Kentucky
University, graduated from the
University of Louisville Medical
School in 1957, and interned at
John Gaston Hospital in 1958.
He practiced general medicine
in Trezevant and McKenzie,
Tenn., for six years before
returning to UL to take a
surgery residency.
The doctor moved to Paducah
in 1967 and was a member of the
staff of both Lourdes and
Western Baptist hospitals.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Judy Reeder; his mother, Mrs.
Ruth B. Reeder; three children,
Jennifer, 15, Amy, 13, and John
8.
Funeral services were held
this morning at ten o'clock at
the First Baptist Church,
Paducah, with Rev. John Wood
officiating. Graveside rites will
be at three p.m. today at the
Green Lawn Cemetery,
Franklin.
Serving as pallbearers are
Joe McWaters, Dr. Charles H.
Bohle, Dr. Willard Chumley,
Dr. John Burris, Dr. Woody
Burrow, and James Toy.
Members of the McCracken
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Buy One Pair at Regular Price, Get A Second Pair till
EXTRA BONUS — 10% Discount On AI Shoes, Not 2 for 1 Solo (This offer Expires Doc. 30, MS)
This offer includes men's, women's, and children's fall and winter shoes. You con mix them so bring the whole family
Many shoes come in late, you have not seen. Rest out of regular stock.
Dr. J. Vernon Pace
Dies At Hospital
Dr. J. Vernon Pace of
Paducah died Monday at 10:25
a. m. at Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah, after a brief illness.
He was a general surgeon and a
Fellow of the American College
of surgeons and began practice
in Paducah in 1928 and retired
in 1971.
The Paducah doctor was a
graduate of Benton High School,
did his pre-medical work at
Transylvania College, and was
a graduate of Vanderbilt
University and the University of
Tennessee with graduate work
at the University of Penn-
sylvania.
Dr. Pace had served as
chapter president of the
Southestern Kentucky Medical
Association, was a charter
member of the Kentucky
Surgical Association, and a
charter member of the Ken-
tucky Chapter of the American
College of Surgeons.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Gladys Moss Pace, one brpther,
Dr. Erret Pace, Reidlank and
several cousins.
Funeral services will be held
today at two p. m. at the chapel
of Roth Funeral Home,
Paducah, with Rev. John Wood
and Rev. Billy Hurt officiating.
Burial will follow in the
Bethlehem Cemetery in Mar-
shall County.
Lloyd Allbritten of New
Concord died Tuesday at 11:05
a. m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The deceased was the former
owner of the old Collegiate Inn
on West Main Street. He was the
son of the late Dick Allbritten
and Rhoda Buchanan Allbrit-
ten, and is survived by one
niece, Mrs. Dickie Raspberry.
Funeral services will be held
today at 2:30 p. m. at the chapel -
of the J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home with Bro. John Dale and
Bro. Don Riley officiating.
Pallbearers will be Joe Dick,
Lock Montgomery, Frank
Montgomery, W. P. (Dub)
Russell, Graves Neale, and
Bradburn Hale. Burial will be in
the New Concord Cemetery.
Dr. E. E. Tisdale, chiropractor,
will resume practice as an
assodate in the offices of Dr.
Wiliam T. Doss, 307 North
4th, Murray. He is a graduate
of Texas Chiropractic College,
San Antonio, has practiced in
Christian, Marshall and
Calloway Counties for the
past 25 years before forced in-
to involuntary retirement in
1968 due to a cardiac con-
dition but who is now
recovered. He was presented
a life membership in Alford
Lodge No. 926, Aurora, in
recognition of his mem-
bership of fifty years in the
fraternity by the Grand Lodge
of Kentucky F. & A. M., and
received a commission as a
Kentucky Colonel from Gov.
Chandler in 1959.
rs
Three-Year-Old Korean Girl Ca-\114'ilidates Already Filing
Coming To New American Home For Additional $4.3 Million
NORRISTOWN, Pa. (AP) —
Three-year-old Jenny Jones,
who was found neglected and
malnourished in a Korean vil-
lage last week, is expected to
be in her new American home
just in time for Christmas.
"It's a miracle," Leah Jones,
the girl's adoptive mother, said
Tuesday. "It would have been a
miracle anytime, but Christmas
Eve -- it's just too much."
Jenny was found in the small
Korean village of Song Nam
after the military newspaper
Stars and Stripes was alerted
to her plight by an Associated
Press story. The newspaper
had sent reporters from its Ko-
rean bureau to find her.
Jenny's story began to unfold
Dec. 5 after Mrs. Jones and her
husband, Ronald, of Norristown
filed suit in federal court in
Philadelphia.
1Centinued from Page 1)
Preliminary figures for early
Decembat show that beef in
retail stores averaged $1.49 a
pound on an all-cut basis, down
from more than $1.51 for the
whole month of November. Beef
prices were a record $1.61 a
pound last July and now have
dropped for four consecutive
months.
Retail pork prices in early
December averaged $1.51 a
pound, down from the fullmonth
average of more than $1.53 in
November and a record of
almost $1.59 in October.
In a related report issued
Tuesday, the department said
that the "farm-retail spread"
between prices farmers get for
raw products and what
consumers pay at retail stores
jumped 4.1 per cent from
October to November.
'The spread represents
middleman costs for tran-
sporting, processing and selling
food. Costs of labor, energy and
packaging materials are in-
cluded. The 4.1 per cent boost in
November followed a 3 per cent
gain from September to
October.
They were fighting federal
red tape that makes it difficult
for a family to bring in more
than two adopted children un-
less they are brothers and sis-
ters. The Joneses already had
two adopted Korean children,
ages 8 and 5, in addition to two
children of their own.
James Greene, deputy com-
missioner of the Department of
Immigration and Natural-
ization, learned of the satiation
and granted permission last
Friday for Jenny to enter the
United States for medical rea-
sons.
In addition, Senate Republi-
can Leader Hugh Scott of Penn-
sylvania has introduced a bill
to allow Jenny to stay here per-
manently.
If all goes as planned, Jenny
arrives at John F. Kennedy In-
ternauonal Airport in New
York at 10:10 tonight.
The Joneses had been
blocked from bringing Jenny to
Pennsylvania until her name
appeared on a quota list from
which 20,000 Koreans are se-
lected to come to the United
States each year. They had
waited for more than a year,
but Jenny never made the
quota.
Their plea took on more ur-
gency when they learned that
Jenny's Korean guardian had
died last month, leaving no one
to look after her in Song Nam.
The Joneses said she was left
to wander around depending on
the charity of the villagers.
She was discovered to be in
similarly poor health when Star
and Stripes reporters found her
last week.
WASHINGTON (AP) — Elev-
en presidential candidates
scheduled to than in a total of
$1.9 million in New Year's cam-
paign subsidies already are fil-
ing claims for another $4.3 mil-
lion in federal aid.
The Federal Election Com-
mission decided Tuesday to
certify that President Ford, Re-
publican challenger Ronald
Reagan and nine Democratic
candidates are eligible for fed-
eral subsidies to match their
campaign contributions.
For eight of them, the initial
stipend will be $100,000. Ford,
Sen. Lloyd Bentsen, D-Tex.,
and former Democratic Gov.
Terry Sanford of North Caro-
lina were granted larger first
payments, primarily because of
campaign bookkeeping that
made it easier for them to
Clerks Should Retain Fee System
Until Assembly Acts Hancock Says
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The General Assembly has the
authority to approve a system
of compensation for circuit
court clerks, but until the legis-
lature acts the clerks should re-
tain their present fee system.
That is the opinion of Atty.
Gen. Ed Hancock in response.
to a query by state Finance
Commissioner William Scent.
Scent asked the attorney gener-
al to comment on several mat-
ters related to passage of the
new judicial article.
The article, a constitutional_
amendment approved by voters
In the November general elec-
tion, would completely revamp




there are for requiring counties
to provide a courtroom in the
courthouse for circuit courts
and offices for circuit clerks.
—Whether the General As-
sembly has the power to pass
legislation requiring fiscal
courts to maintain the same
Psychblogist Says
Santa Good For Kids
CHICAGO ( AP) — A psy-
chologist says kids need Santa
Claus. Even one on a billboard.
"Santa Claus, because of his
consistent good humor, his
warmth and his generosity, is
an especially desirable compan-
ion for a youngster," declares
Marilyn Whiteside, a pay
chology professor at the Uni-
versity of Maine at Gorham.
And although he only shows
up once a year, his influence is
positive, she adds in U. S. Cath-
olic, a magazine published
here.
"He's more interesting and
less demanding than parents,"
says Prof. Whiteside. "And he
shares his power with children
by declaring himself their pa-
tron saint."
Last year, U.S. Catholic ran
an article criticizing Santa and
asked readers to respond to
statements about him. Among
them was: "Santa teaches chil-
dren to be greedy." Some 31
per cent of the readers re-
sponding agreed.
This year only 15 per cent re-
sponded that they thought San-
ta helped teach greed. And 91
per cent responded they "never
suffered any harm as a con-
sequence of the Santa myth."
Prof. Whiteside also dis-
agrees with Santa critics who
assert the white-bearded old
fellow competes with the Christ
child.
"Actually," she contends,
"the hirsute old gentleman is
probably protecting the Christ-
mas Baby from the onslaughts
of Madison Avenue.
"As long as Santa smiles
down from the billboards and
touts the latest toothpaste, the
new-born Messiah may remain
in his manager and testify sole-
ly to the goodness of God."
Prof. Whiteside takes issue
with behavioral scientists who
suggest parents encourage the
Santa myth because of their
own insecurity.
At least as likely a motive for
Santa-supporting parents is that
they, too, enjoy a, "brief and
merry return to the fantasies of
their awn childhood."
level of support, financial and
otherwise, for circuit judges
and circuit clerks after the ju-
dicial article becomes effective
Jan. I.
—Whether the General As-
sembly has the power to contin-
ue the fee system now in effect
for circuit clerks and other
court officials during the inter-
im period from Jan. 1, 1976 to
Jan. 1, 1978. The latter date in
when the new district court will
be established under the judi-
cial article.
. Hancock said there appears
to be no constitutional or statu-
atory requirement that circuit
court be held in the county
courthouse, except in Campbell
and Kenton counties.
Neither are there con-
stitutional or statuatory re-
quirements that fiscal courts
provide office or courtroom
space for magistrates or elect-
ed county officials, Hancock
said.
However, he said, "there
could be hardly any question"
that the General Assembly has
the authority to pass legislation
which...would require *Ages to
provide space for a courtroom
in the courthouse and to pro-
vide office space for circuit
court clerks.
He said prior to the effective
date of the judicial article on
the establishment of the district
court—Jan. 1, 1978—the Gener-
al Assembly has the authority
to require fiscal courts to con-
tribute to the expenses of cir-
cuit judges. Presently Kentucky
statute authorizes such contri-
butions but does not require
them.
Hancock said the judicial ar-
ticle does not change the meth-
od of compensation for circuit
clerks, but does provide that
compensation and necessary
expellees of the new court of
justice—of which circuit courts
are a part—shall be paid out of
the state treasury, and included
in the budget submitted by the
chief justice of the newly
created supreme court.
But that budget must be
approved by the 1978 legislature
and payment of compensation
and expenses cannot be made
under the budget until after it is
submitted and approved,
Hancock noted.
Therefore he advised that
statutes providing fees for
circuit clerks be effective until
they are repealed by the
General Assembly.
He said repeal of the old
statutes and approval of the
new budget should be ac-
complished by the same bill in
order to make the changeover
operate properly.
He said credit for fees
collected could be given against
total compensation allowed, in
case the transition happens
after the beginning of a
calender year.
However, Hancock said, the
best time fortheiekangeover In
fee systems would be the first
Monday in January, 1978, when
the circuit clerks would assume
new duties and responsibilities
as clerks of the district court.
"The fact that the two ap-
pellate courts are established as
of Jan. 1, 1478, does not require
any change regarding the
circuit clerks as of the same
date," he said.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7a. m. 354.6.
Below dam 309.0.
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 364.4.
Below dam 316.2.
Sunset 4:44. Sunrise 7:06.
Moon rises 11:37 p. m., sets
Wednesday 11:57 a. m.
UBRARY PRESENTATION—Tommy and Kelly Witherspoon, Amy Johnson and
Mark Austin visit with 'Ors. Helen Hodges after her presentation of the story 'The
Littlest Angel," at the ( alloway County Public library Friday afternoon.
show commission auditors how
much they had coming.
Under the new subsidy sys-
tem, which is under challenge
In the Supreme Court, eligible
candidates for presidential
nomination can receive aid up
to a ceiling of $5 million, widch
actually win be somewhat high-
er because of adjustments for
1975 inflation. But the govern-
ment will match only the first
1250 of any private contribu-
tion,
To qualify for the aid, a can-
didate has to raise at least $S;
000 in Increments of $250 in
each of at least 20 states. The
candidates must prove they
have qualified and back their
claims for matching funds.
That's how Bentsen, Ford
and Sanford got head starts.
The FEC said they had evi-
dence of entitlement to the full
matching sums. The money
was raised during the first 10
months of 1975.
Candidates can start collec-
ting campaign aid after Jan. 1,
and the Treasury Department
said initial payments probably
would be made between Jan. 2
and Jan. 4.
Up against the deadline, and
with Christmas at hand, FEC
auditors worked overtime try-
ing to figure out who was en-
Wrong Name
The little girl kissing Santa
Claus was incorrectly identified
in the photo in yesterday's
Murray Ledger Si Times. The
youngster is Hope Carlin,
daughter of Dr. and Mrs. James
Carlin. The photo was taken by
Artcraft Studio.
titled to what. They decided to
certify every eligible candidate
before the holiday, entitling
each to at least 2100,000 in fed-
eral aid, and leave the full pay-
ments to be settled and certi-
fied in January.
Under the qualifying formula,
any candidate ruled eligible for
aid is automatically entitled to
$100,000, to match the $250 con-
tributions with which be proved
his eligibility.
So that sum was approved for
Alabama Democratic Gov.
George C. Wallace; Sen. Henry
M. Jackson, 1)-Wash.; Rep
Morris K. Udall, D-Ariz.; Sen
Birch Bayh, former
Democratic Gov. Jimmy Carter
of Georgia, former Democratic
Sen. Fred R. Harris of Okla-
homa; 1972 Democratic vice
presidential nominee Sargent
Maim; and Reagan.
That left Pennsylvania Gov.
Milton J. Stapp, a Democrat,
as the only declared candidate
who hasn't met the test for fed-
eral aid.
The commission certified
Bentsen as entitled to
2492,029.34; Ford to $374,422.10
and Sanford to $214,050.27.
at Christmas!
This happy time of year
fills all hearts with the spirit
of good will, good
wishes and good times!
Our best wishes
for a Very Merry Christmas!
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With $10.00 or more
Pure Cane-Any Brand order - Limit 1
Sugar
5/b. Bag 69
—.- - 1.4.1 111 s • /04 •-• soao.. -.6>7
* "If You Match Our Quality... You Can't Beat Our Price" * *
Downtown Shopping Center - Open 7 a.m. to 9 p.m. 6 Day A Week
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THE BEST
DEAR ABB
A vintage selection of letters received during 1975
and a sampling of what's in store for next year.
DEAR ABBY: I would like to know if the U.S
government has what they call a "conscience place" where a
person can go and pay the government what he has cheated
them out of. If so, where is it? I want to die clean.
WANTS TO REPENT
DEAR WANTS: There is no one place. If you've cheated
on your income tax, write to the Internal Revenue Service.
Washington, D.C. with a note of explanation. If you've
cheated on something else, send your remittance to any
U.S. Treasury office with a note, and they will channel it to
the proper place.
(P.S. In the meantime, pray. You know how slow the mails
are.
DEAR READERS: The following letter was sent to me
by a reader. I pass it along without comment:
Dear Customer:
We at the company wish to express our deep
appreciation to all our customers and friends for your kind
expressions of sympathy when we lost our beloved wife and
mother. Every kind word, every warm handshake and every
helpful act was gratefully appreciated.
Therefore, we are having a special "thank you" sale.
Special pricing has been made possible for this event
through the cooperation of our distributors




DEAR ABBY: What one thing most inspires you to
write? NOSY IN N.J.
DEAR NOSY: The Bureau of Internal Revenue.
DEAR ABBY: I am. 39 and Len is 42. We've been
married less then a year. My first husband died, and so did
Len's first v.ifi,
The problifib: Len put two pictures in a large double
frame—one of me and one of his first wife. He put these
pictures in our bedroom on the dresser facing our bed, and
he keeps looking at these pictures when we're in bed. (He's
slightly cross-eyed so I cap't tell whether he's looking at the
picture of me or the one of his first wife.)
I feel very self-conscious with his first wife staring at me
from the dresser, but I don't know how to tell him. I
wouldn't mind so much if Len kept that picture in another
room. Am I making myself clear?
How do I handle this?
INHIBITED IN INDIANA
DEAR INHIBITED: Level with Len. Tell him it's
difficult to entertain romantic notions with that picture on
the dresser. Len will have to make a choice between a dead
wife on the dresser and a live one in bed
DEAR ABBY: You asked if any of your readers had ever
witnessed a wedding at which the minister asked, "if there
be anyone present who knows any just cause why this
couple shall not lawfully be joined together, let him speak
now or forever hold his peace," and someone actually spoke
up:
Well, I have. It was nt my wedding. When the minister
spoke those words, my father, who was terribly nervous and
is slightly hard of hearing, stepped forward and in a clear,
strong voice said, "I DO!"
Poor darling thought the minister had asked, "Who gives
this woman in marriage?"
I knew my father had been rehearsing that "I do" for
weeks, so I quietly said, "Not now, Daddy..." But it was too
late; the church was already rocking with laughter. Sign
BLUSHING BRIDE
DEAR ABBY: Because you have always been a good
friend to the Como Park Zoo, I am asking a favor of you.
We have a 5-month-old female orangutan named Joy
who has been invited to the Los Angeles Zoo en a "breeding
loan." They have a male orangutan named Guy whom they
would like to mate with Joy.
Do you know anyone who has an air-conditioned
automobile who would be willing to drive Joy and her foster
parents (Arlene and Joe Scheunemann) to Chicago to board
an airplane to transport Joy to L.A.?
Joy is small enough to be held in one's arms, she has good
manners, and she would do no damage to the automobile.
JOHN FLETCHER, DIRECTOR
ST. PAUL COMO PARK ZOO
DEAR JOHN: If Joy is • "liberated" orangutan, she
may not like the idea of going to L.A. to accommodate the
male. If Guy wants a date with s sure thing, why doesn't
HE fly to St. Paul?
On the other hand. If Joy WANTS to met Guy in L.A., I
will provide the child bride with air-conditioned
transportation. And I hope she returns "heir-conditioned."
DEAR ABBY: Nearly a year ago, after 24 years of
marriage and four children, my husband asked me for a
divorce.
It seems that although we were the same age when we got
married, I suddenly got "too old" for him, so he found
himself a girl his daughter's age and traded me in for her,
Somehow I survived the blow, but listen to this.
Yesterday he phoned and these were his exact words,
"Honey, if I sent Marcia (his young wife) over, would you
please give her some cooking lessons? She's a great kid, but
she never learned how to cook."
I was so shocked at his colossal nerve I didn't know what
to say, so after a long pause I said, "I'll think about it and
let you know."
Abby, the last thing I want to do is give this girl cooking
lessons. Am I wrong? How should I handle this hot potato?
NUMBER ONE
DEAR ONE: With Ristoe mittens. Tell your husband
that you've thought it ovlir and decided to let him eat crow.
DEAR ABBY: Now that all the excitement has died
down over all the Johns who resented the fact that their
name is used as a synonym for "toilet,- may I have my say?
My parents christened me "Fanny." Now, how did my
name ever become a synonym for the part of one's anatomy
that one refers to in polite society as a "backside"?
GRIPES MINE
DEAR GRIPES: There are several explanations, but
one that makes the most sense to me is this: During W
War I, the members of the first Aid Nurses Yeomanry ler
• British women's ambulance unit, were
as "FANNYS." And they were reputed to have
well-reared.
CONFIDENTIAL TO E. IN CHICAGO: Stay out ot the
stock market unless you know what you're doing. It's not
the bulls and bears you have to worry about It's the bum
steers.
DEAR ABBY: After three generations of Johns, my son
prefers a nickname. Anything but "John."
He was named John for his father, grandfather and
great-grandfather. Also after Saint John. Not a toilet!
Abby, how did that ridiculous fad ever get started? It has
become such an accepted part of our language now that
even visiting friends have asked: "May I use your john?" I
reply: "Of course not!"
What is wrong with using, "restroom, bathroom, or
lavatory"? Please, anything but john
WIFE AND MOTHER OF A JOHN
DEAR WIFE: My consultant on words, Ted Bernstein,
informs me that since the earliest times, there have
countless synonyms for "toilet" because people
reluctant to use that word. He suspects that "John" cams
from the word lakes," an old English word which means
privy. Jakes is a far cry from John, however. 'Perhaps
someone from. Flushing has the answer.
DEAR Af3BY: Now do you feel about nudist colonies?
CURIOUS IN COVINGTON
DEAR CURIOUS: If the good Lord had intended for
man to walk around naked, he would have been born that
way.
DEAR ABBY: You could perform an even greater service ,,,
than you do with your advice column if you were to set up
"Dear Abby Swap Shop.-
The Dear Abby Swap Shop. which could be called
"DASS," could arrange swaps between mates. For
example, the wife of Gutless in New York, who complained
because she was still a virgin after a year of marriage, could
swap mates with one of those gals who is always
complaining because her husband won't leave her alone long
enough to get her housework done.
And that poor 44-year-old wife who is dead tired from
working a 10-hour shift in a laundry could swap her Louie.
who acts like he's still a teen-ager, for a man like "Enough is
Enough," who's all burned out at the age of 50.
There are lots of couples who need to swap mates, and
you and DASS could do it, Abby. What do you say?
ORIGINATOR OF DA SS
DEAR ORIGINATOR: Thanks • lot, but there's enough
swapping going on without my starting • swap shop. In
other words, "DASS" 1st nicht fur mich.
DEAR ABBY: I've never written to you before, but there
was a letter in your column that really threw me. It was
from "Bone Tired," the young mother who wasn't able to
get all dolled up in the morning because she'd been up half
the night with a sick baby. And when she served her
husband his breakfast in her bathrobe, he gave her the
dickens because he likes to see his wife all prettied up at
breakfast.
Now I've heard everything! I'm a working woman myself,
and I say, "Let the guy make his own breakfast."
Furthermore, if he expects to look at Elizabeth Taylor in the
morning, his wife should lay out a magazine with the food
I'll bet she never made Richard Burton breakfast!
LINDA
DEAR LINDA: Probably not. Do you suppose if she had,
they'd still be together?
DEAR ABBY: I am a 30-year-old bachelor. For the last
year I've been going with a very pretty, 28-year-old school
teacher. I have asked her to marry me, but she says she is
not in any hurry to get married.
She told me that she has been taking birth control pills
for the last four years "in case she gets raped."
We have never been intimate. Don't get me wrong. I'm no
angel. I've tried, but she won't let me. She claims she is still
a virgin. As far as I know, she doesn't date anyone else
How do you figure this pill business?
LEARY IN SANTE FE
DEAR LEAKY: It's possible, of course. But I find it
little hard to swallow.
DEAR ABBY: Do you know of any organization or
medical school that might be interested in buying a person's
body?
I have always wanted to donate my body to science since
I don't relish the thought of being buried. But with times
being so bad right now, I'd like to sell my body to a medical
school that would pay me in advance. The money would
come in very handy now.
By the way, I sure do enjoy your column. I can't get over
some of those kooks who write to you.
A MAINE READER
DEAR READER: I know of no organization or medical
school that pays for bodies People leave their bodies Sc a
"gift" to • medical school
• 'Pi-
DEAR ABBY: I have never been a women's libber, but I
am now because I am now aware that there is a deplorable
conspiracy being perpetrated against women by dentists in
my city, and probably throughout the nation.
When a dentist makes dentures for a woman, he
purposely makes them so that she can't talk properly! I
have yet to see a man with dentws (and I have known
several) whose dentures interfere with his speech. But all
the women I know who wear dentures have trouble talking
because the dentist intentionally made them that way so
women will keep their mouths shut.
Don't you think it is time this inequality was brought to
light'? I certainly do.
I have been to three different dentists, and each one made
me a set of dentures I couldn't talk with. They were all
adjusted, and two dentists made me a second pair which
were no better than the first.
Since I already have enough problems with dentists in
this town. please don't use my name. Just sign this . .
CAN'T TALK IN JACKSONVILLE, FLA,
DEAR ABBY: I can't understand how this happened,
hut, it did, and here are the facts:
My wife and I have been happily married for 27 years. My
trouble began a few months ago when our youngest son
found a stray dog. The next day I saw an ad in the
lostand-found section of our newspaper describing the dog
and offering a reward for his return.
Of course, we contacted the owner who said he'd be right
over to pick up the dog.
Well, a knock on the door brought joy to the dog owner,
but sorrow to me because my wife, who is almost 50, is now
carrying on an affair with the dog owner, who is a
19-year-old boy! She doesn't know that I am on to the whole
business.
Rush your advice, please
GONE WITH THE DOG
DEAR 00Nr.'.11.'s not unusual for • ruisiopaiiiie mama
to try to recapture a bit of her youth. But it's usually in
fantasy—not in fact. Be patient. It will probably pass.
DEAR ABBY: My husband is a masseur, and he has his
own parlor. Our problem is the growing number of women
who find it impossible to come in for massages during
Walter's regular working hours. To accommodate them, he
stays evenings, which means Walter and his customer are
there all alone.
One woman used to come in three times a week —always
after hours—so I started going down there when she did,
and she finally quit coming in for massages.
Walter became upset and said he doesn't want me coming
down to his parlor at all because the word is getting around
that he has a jealous wife—which is hurting his business.
I say he does well enough during the day hours and
doesn't need to work evenings, too. Also, I've never know
him to work overtime on a man or an elderly or obese
woman—only young, good-looking ones.
Have I a right to be suspicious?
WALTER'S WIFE
DEAR WIFE: Yes. But you can't be absolutely sure
until you catch Walter rubbing one of his customers the
wrong way.
DEAR ABBY: My attention has been called to • recent
inquiry in your column by a newly remarried lady in her 80s
who wanted to know what the chances of her becoming
=laitt were at this time in her life. Your answer, that theprobability of conception was very remote, no doubt will
ease her mind.
However, there are several cases in the medical records
worthy of mention. One was reported by Ripley in
BELIEVE IT OR NOT some time in 1945: "An American
Indian woman, age 99, married s man, age 37. One year
later she gave birth to a son. She died at the age of 119,
leaving a 19-year-old-son and a 56-year-old husband."
The second case involved a woman reported to have been
86 years old who married a man about 80. A child was born
to this couple. It was reported in several leading American
newspapers.
These are rare cases, but they did happen. All women
should be made aware that where there is life, there is hope.
M A SSAC HU SETTS M .D
DEAR M.D.: If one is to take thaw "reports" serioualy,
thee the only contraceptive that is 100 per cent reliable is
"sulfa denial."
DEAR ABBY: Would you please settle a controversy
over pantyhose? Should you wear pantyhose with or
without panties?
If you should wear panties with pantyhose, should you
wear them UNDER or OVER the pantyhose? (Some people
wear them both under and over!)
I have asked half a dozen people this question, and
everyone has a different answer.
What do you say? CURIOUS IN SALEM
DEAR CURIOUS: I say that pantyhose—just as their
same suggests— provides both panties and hose, so no
panties are necessary. Of course they are worn only once
and then laundered (just as panties are), so panties are
uanecessary.
(P.S. If this answer doesn't satisfy you, ask Joe Nemeth.)
column.
ABBY: There is scuttlebutt among my shipmates
that Dear Abby is really a cigar-chewing, bald-headed boiler
salesman in Cleveland, Ohio who moonlights by writing a
Is there any substance to this accusation?
MERCHANT -'EAM A N
DEAR SEAMAN. No way, mate! I'm a non-smoking,
genuine female with hair growing on my head and no pose
growing under my feet.
•







DEAR ABBY:). have a wonderful idea, but I needy
help. We should gb back to God's laws, so I thought up
idea of having the Ten Commandments printed
bedsheets and pillow cases.
If all the people who are shoplifting were to see "Thou..:
shalt not steal' printed on their bedsheets every night, they
would quit stea • .
Also, people to be reminded that it l.. sin to kill,
and to commit adultery, and to covet another man's wife.
They forget that it's God's law to honor their mothers encl.::
fathers, and to remember the Sabbath day and keep it holy.
If we had the Ten Commandments printed on bedsheets and ' •
pillow cases, it could change the world.
I wrote to two manufacturers of bed linen, and even sent
them a sample sheet that I made up myself, and they both
turned rue down flat.
51AWhat do you think of my idea? -7GREAT IDEA IN WASHINGTON
DEAR GREAT: Send me • sample, and I'll sleep on it.
DEAR ABBY: I have a neighbor who I like, but his wife
can be very obnoxious.
This wife asked me to take a urine sample to the hospital
lab for her in the morning because she and her husband
leave for work earlier than the lab opens up and I go right
by the hospital on my way to work later.
I said no flat out.
The next morning, this woman's mother was there to pick
up the little jar to deliver it to the hospital, which is only six
blocks away.
IT'S URINE, NOT MINE •
DEAR IT'S: I think you were being unduly squeamish.
You probably would have taken a blood sample and would
not have been shocked by the request—unless, of course,
you don't like any part of your neighbor's wife.
CONFIDENTLSkT041„NNIE: Wear pants to the effice,
only if you are sug,e qait the end justifies the jeans.
you don't have a tbe.way mirror, ask an honest Mead.*
DEAR ABBY: I'm getting married in three weeks. My f:
fiance goes for the natural look, and has said many times
that he doesn't like anything phony or artificial.
Little does he know that I have had my nose fixed, my
teeth capped, and I am not a natural blond.
I have come close to telling him, but I always chickened
out.
Should I tell him the truth now, or wait until after the
wedding? FAKE AND FEARFUL
DEAR FAKE: Tell him now, He might be glad he didn't
have to pay for all the improvements.
DEAR ABBY: I read in your column where someone sai
gentlemen used to prefer blondes, but today it seems that
gentlemen prefer gentlemen. And you said, "No, I think*,
most gentlemen still prefer blondes, brunettes anet,
redheads."
Abby, I am greatly disappointed in you. Don't you realizt;
that you have a lot of black readers who don't happen to be,„”.
blondes, redheads or brunettes?
LOLLIE IN TULSA
DEAR LOLLIE: The letter to which you refer appeared
in Ann Landers' column, not mine.
And Lollie. dear, please don't be too hard on my twin::
sister because I have seen black women with beautiful re:
and even blonde hair. Of course, it's not their natural eolor
but then, neither is mine.
DEAR ABBY: I've heard of golf widows, fishing widows In
and baseball widows, but would you believe a dog widow?
I've been married eight months and every Saturday and 1".
Sunday morning, my Harold grabs the morning papers arid
goes right for the lost and found section looking for lost ;.
Pets
He checks off those that offer big rewards, then he jumps
into his pickup truck and goes out hunting for the lost pets. 1'
So far he has located four lost dogs and collected $300 in "
rewards. That's an average of 637.50 a month. We both -
work, and I would rather have Harold home for some good
old-fashioned sleeping in on weekends than scouting for lost
dogs
Any suggestions? DOG-GONED
DEAR D.G.: Offer Harold 135.00 a month to stay home.
DEAR ABBY: I am a male, age 32. My parents had me
circumcised when I was an infant. We are Christians, so .
there was no religious reason for having maimed me in this'
manner.
I feel that subjecting • helpless child to such barbaric
surgery is an assault on his person and a violation of his r.
rights, and I am seriously considering suing my parents for:;;;
4100,000 for having permanently disfigured me.
Do you know if such a suit has ever been filed?
SERIOUS IN N.Y. :
DEAR SERIOUS: No, I don't. But if you win, you maids*/
call it "severance pay."
DEAR ABBY: There are • lot of dogs in my
neighborhood, and I will tell you right now that I am no dog -
lover. I don't like their yapping when I'm trying to sleep,'
but worse yet, I don't like what they do to my lawn and'.7
bushes—if you know what I mean.
There must be something a tax-paying citizen can do
about this problem. Whom should I call? And where can I
110/
HATES DOGS
DEAR HATES: You don't say where you live, but you
can eall your pollee or sheriff. And if you ask some of your
degoserning neighbors, they will be glad to tell you where to
R46.



















8 KNIT DISH CLOTHS
4 RIB STRIPE DISH CLOTHS
2 TERRY CHECK DISH TOWEL
2 TERRY STRIPE DISH TOWEL
6 SOLID WASH CLOTHS





Hi-density plastic dress form
><features an adjustable bust from32 to 39, waist 221/2 to 30, and







MOVIE OR SLIDE ,
1.,5PROCESSING ONLY 1.29
KODACHROME ( SUPER 8 - 8 MM - 35MM • i
) EKTACHROME 126, 20 EXPOSURES)
COUPON MUST ACCOMPANY ORDER (1,

























58" to 60- polyester














































Irregular quilted top bedpsreads with a
ruffled flounce in beautiful florals and





An assortment of boxed station-
ery in 6 designs on various colors












TWIN FLAT OR FITTED. . 2.57
REG. TO 3.54
FULL FLAT OR FITTED 3.37
REG. TO 4.44
QUEEN FLAT OR FITTED . . 4.97
REG. TO
KING FLAT OR FITTED/ALOHA 6.44
BLOSSOM FESTIVAL ONLY 6.21
REG. TO 8.84
STANDARD PILLOWCASE PR. . 2.37
FlEG. 2.97
KING SIZE PILLOWCASE/ALOHA
& BLOSSOM FESTIVAL ONLY. .2.66
Your choice of these lovely 50% cotton and 50% REG.
polyester no-iron muslin sheets. Over 130 threads 
TO
Per square inch. Florals in decorator colors. 
3.33
CURTAINS







44 Piece Bar Glass Set
Reg. 7.97
V




. 1.97 REG. 2.a8











































































DO 4'01) KNOW WHAT'S GONNA
NAPPEN? ONE OF THESE TIMES
HE'S 6ONNA NAVE A CORONARY
RIGHT IN SOME POOR UTTLE
KICY5 UVIN6 ROOM'
T. • ha OF -hi hpah maw..














AW LOU LEAVE, PONT
5TABLE OVER THE SOLID










Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find





strtictively and direct all efforts
into channels leading to a more
profitable future. The p.m.
favors romance.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21) ell(a?
Some trying situations
Answer to Tuesday's Purzwi
ACROSS 2 Conjunction
3 Swiss river1 Brown. as
bread 4 Let it stand
6 Spanish title 5 Ries
11 Chastise 6 Compass
12 Glossy paint point714 Conjunction Printer's
15 Peruse measure817 River in Girl's
Africa nickname
18 Worthless 9 Leave out10 Yieldleaving
20 Worthless 11 Advance
matter (coital )
(siting) 13 Grants use
23 Number 0 
Ar•
16 E24 Classify uropean 
32 permit gnenais
26 Rain and herb , „, 34 Remain 49 Fur-bearing
hail 19 Pa C"' u. 36 Transactions mammal
















=ao -3.1 r' ti
29 Walk on 22 Weird 
38 Blemish
40 Girt's name
31 Lassos 25 Domesticates,/ Birds
.
33 Man's name 27 Case homes
35 Cash drawers 44 Scarf



































mar. by United 'attire
MR. WA'/NE WARNED TH'COUNTW
40 YEARS 400 46IN THEM NEW-
FANGLED AUTomoBIL Es
  1-4E5 ALWAYS
AHEAD OF HIS
jriM -
W1-IAT GREATER GIFT IS THAR THAN READIN'
THIS STRIP 2.. PROVES THAT YO' 15 
STILL ALIVE AN' SO Is WE 'v-
possible. Be alert and remain
your calm, capable self, and
prObleins will be resolved more
aly. A bit of clever strategy
will also help.
GEMINI
(May 72 to June 21) 14*
Avoid impulsiveness and
recklessness; also reaching for
the unreasonable. Don't stop
aspiring, believing and
dreaming, but keep both feet on
the ground,
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23)
Here is a dandy chance for
you to do a little more than
asked and be highly rewarded.
Don't pass up the "extras" -
not for reward's sake, but to
make a substantial stride in the
right direction.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 444A
You normally aspire to a
position of leadership and
others are only too willing to
follow. A fine day in which to
gain cooperation in putting over
a pet project.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) WP11
Teamwork will be important
DOW, so make it a point to
411110ciate and work with those
whose interests are similar to
your own.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) All
Venus, benefic, invites you to
bring forth your finest row. The
only way in which you could
possibly stymie good results is
tlrough hasty action - not
normal with you.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 72) inett"
Don't put off tiresome tasks
or you'll regret it later. They'll
be twice as difficult to handle.
Find ways to advance not noted
before.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Good Jupiter influences!
Trigger all action to blend with
the top offerings of the day and
add finesse to make matters run
as smoothly as possible.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Id 6C
Certain limitations to your
progress can be overcome if you
take time to reevaluate your
aims and expand your program
so as to make better use of your
talents.
AQUARIUS
( Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Don't mix business and
*Ram to the detriment of
either - which usually means
to both. In conferences, listen
BEFORE you speak. A day for
caution.
PLSCES
( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20 )(
Greater recognition for your
efforts indicated. Shake off a
current tendency toward self-





tions 25.195 and 25.200:
Notice is hereby given
that a report of final
settlement of accounts
was on December 22, 1975
filed by Bernice E.
Garland, Administratrix
of the estate of Ruby
Cohoon, Dec'd and that
the same has been ap-
proved by the Calloway
County Court and ordered
filed to lie over for ex-
ceptions. Any person
desiring to file any ex-
ception thereto will do so
on or before January 26,
1976 or be forever barred.
Witness my hand this 22









Sections 25.165 and 25.200:
Notice is hereby given
that a report of final
settlement of accounts
was on December 23, W75
filed by Harvey Ellis,
Administrator of the
estate of Herman C.
Trees, Dec'd and that the
same has been approved
by the Calloway County
Court and ordered filed to
lie over for exceptions.
Any person desiring to file
any exception thereto will
do so on or before
January 26, 1976 or be
forever barred.
Witness my hand this 72









Sections 25.195 and 25.200:
Notice is hereby given
that a report of final
settlement of accounts
was on December 23,1975
filed by William M. Boyd,
Executor of the estate of
Grace F. McClain, Dec'd
and that the same has
been approved by the
Calloway County Court
and ordered filed to lie
over for exceptions. Any
person desiring to file any
exception thereto will do
so on or before January
26, 1976 or be forever
barred.
Witnessed my hand this 22









Sections 25.195 and 25.200:
Notice is hereby given
that a report of final
settlement of accounts
was on December 22, 1975
filed by Pearl Turpin,
Administratrix of the
estate of George 0.
Starks, Dec'd and that the
same has been approved
by the Calloway County
Court and ordered filed to
lie over for exceptions.
Any person desiring to file
any exception thereto will
do so on or before
January 26, 1976 or be
forever barred.
Witness my hand this 72









Sections 25.195 and 25.200:
Notice is hereby given
that a report of final
settlement of accounts
was on December 22, 1975
filed by Peoples Bank &
Trust Co., Executor of the
estate of John B. Simp-
son, Dec'd and that the
same has been approved
by the Calloway County
Court and ordered filed to
lie over for exceptions.
Any person desiring to file
any exception thereto will
do so on or before
January 26 10"'•- be
26 1976 or
.JanuarY
Witness my hand this 72













Sections 25.115 and WM:
Notice is hereby Om
that a report of noel
settlement of occoanta
was on December 311,, 1971
filed by Ralph Plods- &
Rowena J. Cullom, Co.
Executors of the estate of
T. Rafe Jones, Dec'd and
that the same has been
approved by the Calloway
County Court and ordered
filed to lie over for ex-
ceptions. Any person
desiring to file any ex-
ception thereto will do so
on or before January 36,
1976 or be forever barred.
Witness my hand this 22









Sections 25.195 and 25.200:
Notice is hereby given
that a report of final
settlement of accounts
was on December 23,1975
filed by Richard R.
Tidwell, administrator of
the estate of Raymond B.
Tidwell, Dec'd and that
the same has been ap-
proved by the Calloway
County Court and ordered
filed to lie over for ex-
ceptions. Any person
desiring to file any ex-
ception thereto will do so
on or before January 26,
1976 or be forever barred.
Witness my hand this 72









Sections 25.195 and 25.200:
Notice is hereby given
that a report of final
settlement of accounts
was on December n, 1975
filed by Jadonna Allen,
aedministratrix of the
estate of Wilbur T. Allen,
Dec'd and that the same
hasheen approved by the
Calloway County Court
and ordered filed to lie
over for exceptions. Any
person desiring to file any
exception thereto will do
so on or before January
26, 1976 or be forever
barred.
Witness my hand this 22









25I95 and 25.200: Notice
is hereby given that a
report of settlement of
accounts was on
December 22, 1975 filed by
Jadonna Allen,
Administratrix of the
estate of Calista Allen,
Dec'd and that the same
has been approved by the
Calloway County Court
and ordered filed to lie
over for exceptions. Any
person desiring to file any
exception thereto will do
so on or before January
26, 1976 or be forever
barred.
Witness my hand this 22









Sections 25.195 and 25.200:
Notice is hereby given
that a report of final
settlement of accounts
was on December II, 1975
filed by Lona Mae
Williams, Adminkitratrix
of the estate of Ovie
Williams, Dec'd and that
the same has been ap-
proved by the Calloway
County Court and ordered
filed to lie over for ex-
ceptions. Any person
desiring to file any ex-
ception there to will do 90
on or before January 26,
1976 or be forever barred.
Witness my hand this 22









Sections 25.195 and 25.200:
Notice is hereby given
that a report of final
settlement of accounts
was on December 22, 1175
filed by Helen Cole,
Administratrix of the
estate of Thomas Alton
Cole, Dec'd and that the
same has been approved
by the Calloway County
Court and ordered filed to
lie over for exceptions.
Any person desiring to file
any exception thereto will
do so on or before
January 26, 1976 or be
forever barred.
Witness my hand this 72









Sections 25.195 and 25.200:
Notice is hereby given
that a report of final
settlement of accounts
was on December 22, 1975
filed by Ewen B.
Allbritten, Administrator
of the estate of Nancy Ann
Allbritten, Dec'd and that
the same has been ap-
proved by the Calloway
County Court and ordered
filed to lie over for ex-
ceptions. Any person
desiring to file any ex-
ception thereto will do so
on or before January 28,
1978 or be forever barred.
Witness my hand this 22









Sections 26.195 and 25.200:
Notice is hereby given
that a report of final
settlement of accounts
was on December 22, 1975
filed by James T. Stark &
Nelle Ellis, Co..
Administrators of the
estate of Flora C. Stark
arid that the same has
been approved by the
Calloway County Court
and ordered filed to lie
over for exceptions. Any
person desiring to file any
exception thereto will do
so on or before January
26, 1976 or be forever
barred.
Witness my hand this 22
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*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FO R RENT AND SALE
*LEADING BRANDS Of COSMETICS
MICROWAVE OVEN
Cook a delicious ham in 25 minutes .. baked potato In 4
minutes ... sizzling hamburger In 1 minute? The oven Is big
enough for family-size recipes. Features Iwo automatic timer
controls, pull down se -through door with automatic electnc
lock, automatic defrost. start switch and stop switch. r•ven
light switch, cooking Indicator dial light, exclusive removable
broiler tray Cooks super fast Operates on regular 115-volt
current
Specie/ cooking accossorlos tor Ow Pladorong•
Prownine Skillet Med* expressly tor use n the Rebmann* Or
fgo.... Corning. Usa It to Shown /Sob/Grip / saui.
Fry/Saks Avenel:ilia at wars cool in 0., 3 and
V/. Inch singe ccnvipleks with glass hd
Ceeldrie grill. Consists ot 2-(11 initity dish and fitted Ivo i chy
signed 'specialty ton cooking bacon. sand
qIP 
riches. is.s.us, vegetables. and many spectral







mi. yew need nappies, equip-
nem Sr service call is Cleo*
is whin we knew best. Os hove
stuns cleaners sad ether
deer* eneipansat to, rest, sr
yee prefer we will clew yew







from Ezell Beauty School.
Will be closed 24, 25, 29,
30, 31 and January 1.
5 Lost And found
LOST, STRAYED or
stolen, heavy grey
ceremic owl. Family pet.
Call 753-7557.
LOST FEMALE Beagle
wearing red collar, in the
vicinity of Turkey Bay
and Land Between the
Lakes. Call 753-9518.
LOST CHANGE purse with
money and class ring at










filing and other office
duties. Call 753-8050 or






regular display, must be
submitted by 12 noon,
• the day before
publication.
All reader classifieds
ust be submitted by 4






































Poison Control  753-7588
Senior Citizens  753-0929
Need Line, .. 753-NEED











SANTA CLAUS will be at J
& B Farmers Mkt. on
Highway 94 East on
Saturday and Sunday
from 2 p.m. to 7 p.m. and
on Monday through
Wednesday from 4 p.m.
to 8 p.m. A large
selection of fresh fruits
and nuts will be on sale
for your Holiday needs.
Ap1resimetel 
110TKE
py1.2.000 sq. ft at
rental space' available at tad
and Poplar &reels Wester+,
Dark Tobacco Packlng Carp.
kf trray, Ky , Plum ra.1-3342
WANTED: HOSTESS for
homecare products party.
Earn cash or gift. Call
753-0034 betwev 6 and 7
p.m.
8 Storage Buildings
BUY THE best for less.
Custom Built Portable
Buildings, Hicks
















4 Want To But
WANTED CAMPER school
bus. Call after 4:00, 436-
2516.
15 Articles For Sale
CLEAN RUGS, like new, so
easy to do with Blue
Lustre. Rent 'electric
shampooer. Big K, Be!
Air Shopping Center.
FORMBY'S refinishing
products. Leipon oil, tung
oil, -furniture cleaner and
refinisher. Murray
lumber Company.
A AKAI 4000 D. S. stereo






CARPETS a fright? Make
them a beautiful sight
with Blue Lustre. Rent
electric shampooer $1.
Western Auto, home of
"Wishing Well Gift
Shop."




AR 78- 13 tubeleu
$24h1 Vii SI .934 'ad. Er. Is,
$31 Se
aria suss Stilt/DU
At fain /K4 SAVIORS
• Pots Pike
• lift,
ears CatalogSears ales Olhce
-- Murray, Ky




washer and gas dryer,
gold tone, 2 years old,




and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 753-6760,
day or night.
KIRBY Vacuum Sales and
Service, 500 Maple Street
New arid rebuilt
vacuums. Call 7534359. 24
Hour answering service.
:9 Farm Equipment
1972 870 CASE. 416 plow, 12
ft. wheel disc, front end
loader with dozer blade.


















1975 DELTA PRO tat
boat. 85 Mercury Locator,
trolling motor, power.
trim. Call 753-3932 or 753-
3226 after 4.
REGULATION size pool
table. 6150.00. Call 753-
0814.
NORTHWESTERN GOLF
Clubs, one complete set
and bag. Graphit Driver.
GR 70 x 14 radial, 4 wheel
grain bed farm trailer. 2
bicycles 26' -.10 speed..
Call 437.4570 or 437-4733.
U. Muoical
ORGAN-ESTEY. Solid
state double key, travel
organ. Model 101. Any
reasonable offer will be
considered. Call 753-8361.
15 CORD AUTOHARP
includes tuning key, 4
picks, 28 page instruction
book and case. Like new.





for sale. Ben Dyer 753-
8911.
rillilIOIRMSOINSIIIIIIINIVISIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIRIXIIIIIIII11
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Oes MOPS Shit I
! DRESS SHOES NATURE 
Men's
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Itis a ImpLiquid Silver end Ms
Wee. 11
Turquoise INSULATED BICENTENNIAL.. Chokers
R $5-6-5-10 NORTHERN BOOTS-BAGS
I 






















Pt Olympic Plaza 104 Weekdays
Murray, Ky. 14 Sunday











































00 Scum 1311, Street
Flies. Reaches.











Lynn Grove, Ky. 435-4133.




30 day special. Four ft.
high installed, $1.50 per ft.
Call after.5 p. m. for free
estimates, Allstar Fence






21. Mobile Home Sales
WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call 442-
1918 or 4434226.
MOBILE HOMES and
spaces. Fox Meadows and
Coach Estates. Families









-Thorough Waabing And Rinsing
-Two Vinyl-Coated Racks -Detergent Dlspeneer
-Hygienic Double Wash -Easy-To-Use Controls
George Hodge









1972 12 x w CHAMPION
Deluxe mobile home, 2
bedrooms, bath, central
heat and 3 ton air.
Refrigerator and stove,
underpinned, 8 x 20 ft. red
wood sundeck. Excellent
condition. Call 753-0958
after 6 p. m., Monday
through Friday.
29 Mobile Home Rentals
FURNISHED, located in
Riviera Cts. Extra nice.
Couples or two girls only.
Available January 1. Call
753-7606 or 4364869.
31 Want To Rent
MARRIED COUPLE
would like to rent duplex
or house, two bedrooms,






























paid. Central heat and air
conditioning. Call 753-
8668.






available Jan. 1. Call Buel






commodate 2, 3, 4









located on South Lth at
Sycamore has five
licensed aid bonded sales
personnel to serve you
plus twenty years ex-
clusive real *estate ex-
perience. Call 753-1651 or
come by our office. We
like to talk REAL
ESTATE.
ALL THE employees at
Boyd-Majors Real Estate
wish everyone a Merry
Christmas. Homer Miller,
Barbara Erwin, Reuben
Moody, B. B. Hook, Audra
Moody, Pat Mobley.
DUE TO RECENT sales
we need listings! We have
clients wanting (1) three
bedrooms with dining
area (2) good tillable
acreage north of city. Call
now Wilson Real Estate,





within view of Highway
641. Estate of Alfred
Keys. Phone 7534162.
THE QUALIFIED per-
sonnel at Gay Spann
Realty are waiting to talk
to you regarding your real
estate needs. Our time is
your time. Give us a call
or drop by the office at 901
Sycamore Street, 753-
7724.
46. Homes For Sale
NEW 3 BEDROOM, 1/2
bath, den or dining room,
garage, large living
room, built-in kitchen,
utility room. Priced to
sell. Finances available,
ready to move into, by
Graves and Calloway
County line, in Calloway
County. Call 489-2715.




















black and silver, 6 weeks




All breeds. Pine Point
Estates, Eagle Creek




Reside of WWIaat's Rook Store




From Now Until Christmas




*Top Cash •lastbor Coots
*token Sorts •Solts








AKC 5 months old. Fawn.
Call 753-2596.
ONE FEMALE Peek-A-
Poo for sale. Call 436-4659.
43 Real Estate
5 ACRES OF land, with
frontage zoned business,
in Murray on South 4th
Street, also has a 2
bedroom frame home on
property in good con-
dition. An excellent buy.
Price is low at $25,000.
Moffitt Realty Co., 206
South 12th, 753-3597.
1644 ACRES OF flat tillable
land on Highway 1828
(Midway Road). Call 753-
7166.
BY OWNER, large 3
bedroom brick home at
1302 Kirkwood. Two
baths, family room with
fireplace, utility room,
central heat and air, 2 car
carport, 10 x 60 patio with
gas grill. Also brick utility
building with 2 car car-
port. Call 753-0846, for
appointment.
WE HAVE a nice mobile
home that can be pur-
chased with a low down
payment and payments
the same as rent. The
mobile home is located in
the beautiful Keniana
Development at Hamlin.
Ky. The mobile home and
lot can be bought for only
$7,500.00. Let John
Neubauer or Bob Rodgers
show you this property,
John C. Neubauer.
Realtor, 505 Main Street,















1975 YAMAHA, 125 MX.
Call 4364335 after 5:00
p.m.
1973 YAMAHA MX 251,
excellent running con-
dition. Call 753-9168 or 436:
5370.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1973 CHARGER S. E.
Broughm, all power and





tires, top carrier, 60,000
miles or 5 year warranty.
Four months old. Low
mileage. Save 1200.00.
For sale by original
owner. Call 753-4152 or
753-8849.
1971 DATSUN, 4 speed,
mag wheels, good con-




Cars every month for
auction. New modern
facilities. Every Wed-
nesday at 1:00 p. m.
sharp. Easy to get to. One
hour from Chicago arid
next to expressway and
Rockford Airport. Fly in
or drive in.. Come to
Greater Rockford for
friendly treatment and
fair honest dealing. Open
6 days. Jim Clark or
Sherry Rayn 815468-6262.
This. is a dealers auction.
•
1969 FORD 351, excellent





1930 DODGE PICKUP. Cail
Radios J 753-8449.
1975 CHEVY VAN, black
Call 753-8275 or 753-1568.
SHARP 1967 El Camino
Call 753-2486 or 489-2397.
1971 LADY DRIVEN Vega
Hatchback. Automatic.
good condition. $1,050
1970 Valiant Duster, 6






'WET) BETTER COOL DETENTE. DURING A
PRE4IVENTIAL YEAR, THE AMERICAN PEOPLE
HAVE TROUBLE BELIEVING AN%-tnitt.4.•
Perkins Pancake House
Will k Open WI 1 s. et.
Oa New Tear's Eve
The ALICANTE • 04580 DER Mediterranean stY/ed foil
base credenza with breakfront base. Concealed casters. 23"
diagonal Zenith 100% Solid-State Chromacolor II. Erwergy-
saving Titan .300V Chassis with Patented Power Sentry Voltage
Regulating 9ystern Brilliant Chromacolor Picture Tube. Solid-
State Super Video Range Tuning System, SYnetwomiltic
Position UHF Channel Selector. Chromatic One-button Tun-
ing. Automatic Fins-tuning Control. Simulated Wood Graining
with Wood Veneer Top and Ends.
The qualify goes on Delors the name goes on
Sales &Tutker TV Service
1914 Coldwater Rd. -753-2900
WV-23A 
I TWO 1966 BUICKS and one
Call 753-7143.
1919 CHEVROLET pickup.
1965 Buick. $425.00 for all








As 1948 CHEVY VAN, 6
cylinder, automatic, 1975
VW Serico. Call 753-0963.1 Murray Home and Auto
Chestnut Street
*0****0010***





Wed so Ow "West kw" owwwwwww portable typewriters,
by • loodbe crowsursor tow* oopozio, lb. 1-5 Is resprilly boa
for years ef esre-frve service. If his dis feather Neck lively
series end esesisfeer speed you're lookims for. On wealth of
typo-...y feeferes, fell-size office keyboard. . .
• erfeeseric be Wader. . . paper support and p. pad isollartor..
. boysof taborlatw of* witowork tab cloonweii... boll sisockg.
.. testi essrlrel Wester. . visible sow* arwrols.. .
troosporwit Gird bolder and mime prIde Wm 1-S moos mai-
plots with • boodoewo, keekor-lbo carrying ma. Choose from
ilhoketko solootior of type styles
The Perfect Christmas Gift
4'4
9








pickup and delivery. Call
753-2993.
FOR SALE: 1966 Solid red
Opal, gas saver, good
condition, good tires, $375.
Call 753-1566.
1970 T-BIRD, hill power
and air. AM stereo and





Fold down, unique, Good
used trailers, 1/2 mile east





home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing




tatit Free Sift !kWh, with each sad every perehese.
Shop Soitio-Wortama for wit, worclowallso at a oloomblo pike.
We Appreciate Yaw issisessll
You may shop- Master Charge, Bankamericard, al



































•Salts and Sport Casts
*Draw Woos




TAMA li1011111111111211111413 MO NO MAWS WASIMOSVISommair
JOHN HUTCHENS'
Plumbing and Electric.
No jobs too small. Call




work in vacinity of 121
South and 94 South to New
Concord. Gravel, white
rock and top soil
delivered anywhere. Call






Lyles at 753-2310 for free
estimates.
AWNING, CARPORTS,
patio covers and en-
closures. Aluminum-
Service Co. Call 492-8647.
KIRBY CAREPT CARE -
cleans rugs of all kinds. In
business, homes, and
institution, Rugs come
clean by steam cleaning.







-work in vacinity of 121
South and 04 South to New
Concord. Gravel, white
rock and top soil
delivered anywhere. Call






Call 753-4124, South 4th
Street. Across from Hi-
Burger.
MOBILE HOMES un-
derpinned. Your choice of
color and materials. Call
753-1873 after 5 p. m. or
weekends.














$1.00 per yard. Any kind.
We guarantee to please.
Call David Mullinax, 474-
2789.
PLUMBING AND Electric,
odd jobs we like. All work












WILL CUT firewood by
hour or rick. Call 753-
4388.
PEKE YEAR and half old
graY tNiar atrilted male





I Want something Different as Christmas I  
Then call 7534614
CONTACT SHOLAR
Brothers for all your
bulldozing, backboe work,
or trucking needs. Phone
Aurora, 354-8138 or 354-
8161 after 7 p.m.
Eine seieelton ku.elr.‘. leather.
pottery. loimkelx. wicker .furniiiire. wrought
iron.
I
20°A OFF ON ALL








l07 N. 4th Street
Hours Sterti"11 Dec. lsir Ara Christmas
olon-Tetts-Thers.- 10:00 s. an. 5:30 p. us
Wed.-Fri. 1040 an. - 1:30 p.
sat. 10:00.. m.-11:30 p.
ia WASS 11011311111131141M/Plri. 1,511311101110111/1311111,11182111111
JOHN HUTCHENS'
Plumbing and Electric.
No jobs too small. Call
436-5642 early morning or
late afternoon.
SIX WEEK old puppies,
part Beagle, healthy and
rolly-polly. Just in time
for Christmas. Call 753-
4307 after 4:30.
)4
PART COLLIE puppies for
Christmas. Call 7534343.
WHILE THEY LAST. In
time for Christmas. Five
beautiful puppies. Strong
AKC Cocker blood lines.
Call 753-0112.
ell31151111113111111110111111MMI111311110111016311113111131 11111111111140













1111 OM WOW IVORT211111111111111 WI CA111117
MOW & CUM MUMS
'4i4
We,.Inflorood-adipe...11ad Vary Mad Today
753-0059
Mike It Your Self & Save. Get in tire Christ- i
I mos Spirit. Create your own Jewelry designswith a little help from 
i
JONELART I
You're on artist let us help you prove it. The I







work. Gravel and top soil.
Call 436-5896 or 436-2306.
NEED TUNEUP or minor
repairs. Call 753-4388.
TREE TOPPED, firewood
for sale, garbage hauled.
('all 753-6477 anytime.
LICENSED ELEC-
TRICIAN - Prompt ef-
ficient service. No job too
smell. Call Ernest White.
753-0605.
AUCTION SALE
Finn Mack/wry NW Skip Toots
Safer*, Docsatker Mk, 10 a. w.
be.. Immo tbe, Meryl be. bass.
Calloway wed Monis/ Cowsty Ike, earth and .4 18. Poesy bad. 3
saw West of Old Welooboro.
Extra Ice 1033 Ford Ambles toostor, plow, Am sprig type
cultivator. Row mower, 2.4 obool halm, ono 'PIN arab bed, 3
polo Wok middle lowtors, and mil took. be obook, flans kw
ablaref, Munk asve Nadal foams pests. Largo lot of skip Wok, NO
back wiliwai beds, tee MIMI sea Its.. to lot separate.
Per ierformatioa call













t During the Christmas Season with each3
LA. purchase a Col. Lee's Country Ham will




































.•• NW IL Shaw Dept.
Olympic Plaza 9-9 Weekdays
Murray, KY- 14 Sunday
"bleb haloes Irv/ Every Activity
WESTERN 
•••••.1
STORE
Shoe Iowa Dept..,
75.3-91/115
Moo The San'

